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Abstract
The research aimed to investigate the impact of the intellectual capital efficiency
on the economic, financial and market performance of companies with Value Added
Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC). The Sample contains 14 companies listed at Palestinian
exchange (PEX) through 2008-2013.
The three components of intellectual capital, human capital (VAHU), structural capital
(STVA) and physical capital (VACA) are the research‟s independent variables. While
Operating Profit Margin (OPM), Return on Assets (ROA) and Market-to-book ratio
(M/B) are the dependent variables. OPM is used as a proxy for economic performance,
ROA is used as a proxy for financial performance and M/B is used as a proxy for market
value of the company.
Data of the Sample was obtained from the audited financial reports and statements to
calculate the components of intellectual capital. The sample consists of different sectors:
Banks and financial services, investment and service sectors.
Findings indicate that )i) There is a significant positive relationship between
VAIC and the economic performance for the sample as a whole and Banks and Financial
services and investment sectors. And VAHU play an important role in improving the
economic performance at all sectors (ii) There is an insignificant positive relationship
between VAIC and the financial performance at the sample as a whole and at investment
and services sectors. STVA play an important role in improving the financial
performance at banks and financial services and services sectors. (iii)

There is an

insignificant positive relationship between VAIC and the market performance at the
sample as a whole and at service sector. VAHU and STVA play an important role in
improving the market performance at banks and financial services.
The research recommends companies to pay more attention to investment in
intellectual capital, in addition to increasing the awareness of managers toward the
importance of intellectual capital.
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ملخص البحث
هذف هزِ انبحذ إنٍ انخحقق يٍ حأرُش كفاءة سأس انًال انفكشٌ عهً األداء االقخصادٌ و انًانٍ وانسىقٍ نهششكاث
باسخخذاو انقًُت انًضافت نشأس انًال انفكشٌ  (VAIC).حشًم انعُُت  41ششكت يذسجت فٍ بىسصت فهسطٍُ خالل
انفخشة ( . )8042-8002انًخغُشاث انًسخقهت هٍ انزالد يكىَاث نشأس انًال انفكشٌ وهى :سأس انًال انبششٌ ،
سأس انًال انهُكهٍ وسأس انًال انًادٌ .أيا انًخغُشاث انخابعت فهٍ هايش انشبح انخشغُهٍ )(OPMو انعائذ عهً
األصىل ) (ROAوانقًُت انسىقُت إنٍ انقًُت انذفخشَت ) .(MBهايش انشبح انخشغُهٍ هى يقُاس نألداء االقخصادٌ
و انعائذ عهً األصىل هى يقُاس نألداء انًانٍ وانقًُت انسىقُت إنٍ انقًُت انذفخشَت هٍ يقُاس نهقًُت انسىقُت .
ونغشض حساب قًُت يكىَاث سأس انًال انفكشٌ حى جًع بُاَاث انعُُت يٍ انخقاسَش وانقىائى انًانُت انًذققت .حخكىٌ
عُُت انبحذ يٍ قطاعاث يخخهفت هٍ قطاع انبُىك وانخذياث انًانُت  ،قطاع االسخزًاس وقطاع انخذياث .
وكاَج أهى َخائج انبحذ وجىد عالقت إَجابُت راث دالنت إحصائُت بٍُ يعايم انقًُت انًضافت نشأس انًال انفكشٌ
)(VAICو األداء االقخصادٌ نهششكاث عهً يسخىي انعُُت وعهً يسخىي قطاعٍ انبُىك وانخذياث انًانُت
واالسخزًاس .و أشاس أَضا إنٍ وجىد عالقت إَجابُت غُش دانت إحصائُا بٍُ يعايم انقًُت انًضافت نشأس انًال انفكشٌ
) (VAICواألداء انًانٍ نهششكاث عهً يسخىي انعُُت وعهً يسخىي قطاعٍ االسخزًاس وانخذياث  .كًا وجذث
عالقت إَجابُت غُش دانت إحصائُا بٍُ يعايم انقًُت انًضافت نشأس انًال انفكشٌ ) (VAICواألداء انسىقٍ نهششكاث
عهً يسخىي انعُُت و عهً يسخىي قطاع انخذياث.
وقذ أوصج انبحذ انششكاث بذفع انًزَذ يٍ االهخًاو فٍ االسخزًاس فٍ سأس انًال انفكشٌ إضافت إنٍ حىعُت انًذساء
بأهًُت سأس انًال انفكشٌ.
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Chapter 1
The Framework of the Research

1

1.1 Introduction :
The issue of intellectual capital and Value creation is now widely discussed and is
considered as a field of concern for many parties such as shareholders, institutional investors,
scholars, policymakers and managers. Also, it is a field of concern for many studies in the
accounting and managerial literature. The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD, 2008) mentioned that many international organizations are seeking
currently to invest in training and human resources development programs, research and
development (R&D), customer‟s relations and technology based managerial systems .Those
investments led to an increase in the value of IC and competing physical capital. Clarke et al.
(2011) and Soler and Celesino (2011) indicated that intellectual capital is representing more
than 50 % of the total market value of some organizations like (Dell, Microsoft, Intel and
Coca-Cola).
The increasing importance of intellectual capital as the main assets for organizations in
the changing knowledge-based economy, where IC played an important role in the existence
and continuity of those organizations, in addition to locating it between competitors. Many
accounting problems related to identifying the methods of measuring the intellectual capital
and presenting it at the financial statements arise. Measuring the intellectual capital is
considered to be one of the main problems at the contemporary economy. the traditional
accounting model focus on the physical assets and ignore most of the intellectual capital
assets , International Financial Reporting standards (IFRS) and International Accounting
standards (IAS) didn‟t participate in re-defining many concepts , definitions and methods
used to measure and evaluate intellectual capital assets . This initiate an urgent need to find
special standards to measure intellectual capital and improve it as decision makers has more
need for information about intellectual capital, its costs and benefits. The current research
seeks to expand the efforts done by other researchers to find the suitable measure for
intellectual capital efficiency and find its effect on the economic, financial and market
performance using Value Added Intellectual Capital (VAIC).
The Palestine Exchange (PEX) was established in 1995 to promote investment in
Palestine as a private shareholding company and transformed into a public shareholding
2

company in February 2010 responding to principles of transparency and good governance.
The PEX was fully automated upon establishment- the first fully-automated stock exchange
in the Arab world and the only Arab exchange that is publicly traded and fully owned by the
private sector. The PEX operates under the supervision of the Palestinian Capital Market
Authority.
There are 49 listed companies on PEX as of 30/11/2015 with market capitalization of about
$3,258 billion across five main economic sectors; banking and financial services, insurance,
investments, industry, and services. Most of the listed companies are profitable and trade in
Jordanian Dinar, while others trade in US Dollars. Companies listed still lack for the
complete and accurate reporting of intellectual capital specially insurance and industry
sectors.

1.2 problem statement:
In the context of the increasing importance of intellectual capital and the proportional
Scarcity for the different resources at the company, the main determinant for performance
and the contemporary business environment that depends on knowledge and technology, it is
necessary to identify the role of intellectual capital at creating value and its effect on the
economic, financial and market performance at the companies listed at the Palestinian stock
exchange market (PEX). The problem of the research is about the ignorance of the
importance and role of intellectual capital in creating value and affecting the economic,
financial and market performance by companies listed at the PEX. As companies are
disclosing a lot of information about value added at their financial statements and reports, the
research seeks to answer the following question:
1.2.1 Research questions:
1. To which extent does the IC and its components are considered efficient at the level
of sample and sector?
2. To which extent does the sample relay on IC and it‟s components in comparison with
physical capital to create value?
3. What is the impact of IC efficiency on the Economic, Financial and Market
performance for the sample (through using VAIC)?
3

4. What is the impact of IC components efficiency on the Economic, Financial and
Market performance for the sample (through using VAIC)?

1.3 Research importance :
The issue of IC measurement and evaluation is considered as a field of concerns for
many different parties such as Stockholders, managers, policy makers, investing companies
and researchers. The importance of this research can be summarized in the following points:
1) For companies listed in PEX:
The research provides the managers with a better method about the importance of IC and
how to measure its efficiency. Also, it helps them to perform better benchmarks,
management decisions and estimates for the company‟s real values. In addition to, perform
better monitoring for the yearly improvements. The current research will help companies to
improve IC and then maximize benefits for all stakeholders.
2) For the Palestinian National Economy:
The research will positively affect the Palestinian national economy through providing it
with a realistic view about the importance of investments in intellectual capital. It will enable
the stockholders, investors and other stakeholders from making investments decisions by
using an objective and correct basis, also for better evaluation for the market value to gain
more financial rewards.
3) For the accounting profession and literature:
Measures used at this research are considered academically a new addition to non-financial
measures used in performance evaluation systems. Also, it will support the call for the
necessity to find standards specialized in measuring and evaluating IC and improving the
existing standards for some IC elements.

1.4 Research Objectives:
The research aims to expand the efforts done by other researchers and practitioners to
reach a proper measurement to measure and evaluate the intellectual capital. Mainly, it
4

seeks to use Value Added Intellectual Capital (VAIC) method to achieve the following
objectives:
1. To measure the impact of IC efficiency for the selected companies at the level of
sample and sectors.
2. To determine to what extent the selected companies are depending on IC in
comparison to the physical capital to create a value added.
3. To analyze the role of Value added as a measure for IC efficiency to evaluate the
impact of IC on the economic performance for the selected companies through
Economic performance structure.
4. To analyze the role of Value added as a measure for IC efficiency to evaluate the
impact of IC on the financial and market performance for the selected companies
through Financial Performance.
5. To analyze the role of Value added as a measure for IC efficiency to evaluate the
impact of IC on the market performance for the selected companies through Market
performance structure.

1.5 Research Hypotheses:
The following are the main and secondary hypotheses that are adopted by the research:
1. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the
economic performance
1.1. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
economic performance
1.2. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the
economic performance
1.3. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
economic performance
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2. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the
financial performance
2.1. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
financial performance
2.2. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the
financial performance
2.3. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
financial performance

3. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the market
performance
3.1. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the market
performance
3.2. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the market
performance
3.3. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the market
performance

1.6 Research Methodology:
Two important methodologies will be used to achieve the objectives of the research:
First: Theoretical methodology :
It includes analyzing previous studies and literature through reviewing the scientific
references that is related to the subject of this research directly or indirectly.
Second : Practical methodology :
It depends on estimating three models to research and analyze the role of value added as an
IC efficiency measure and evaluate the effect of IC on economic ,financial and market
performance using (VAIC) applied on the reports and financial statement for companies
listed on PEX .
6

1.7 Research variables:
1.7.1 Independent variables:
The independent variables are as follow:
1- Value Added Human Capital (VAHU)
2- Structural Capital Value Added (STVA)
3- Value Added Capital Coefficient (VACA)
4- Value Added Intellectual Capital (VAIC)
1.7.2 Dependent Variable:
The dependent variables are as follow
1- Economic Performance
2- Financial performance
3- Market performance

1.7.3 controlling Variable:
1- leverage
2- size

1.8 Research Limitation:
1. Despite of Having many methods to measure the IC ( quantitative and descriptive),
the research will use only Value Added Intellectual Capital (VAIC) to measure and
evaluate IC efficiency and identify its impact on the economic , financial and market
performance.
2. The research will be applied on companies Listed on Palestine Stock exchange
Market which is traded stably through the period (2008-2013) , their annual reports
and statements are available through the research period and don‟t have negative
book value for the owner‟s equity.
3. IC accounting disclosure and disclosure methods will not be included in the research
4. Low number of companies is listed on the PEX.

7

Chapter 2
Intellectual Capital
Definition, importance and components

8

2.1 Introduction :
Through the last decent of the 20thcenturythe world has witnessed a fundamental
change in the growth of the economy, because of; the rapid development of high technology,
especially in communication, computer and biology engineering. These changes affect the
accountancy field, where the necessity to improve the current accounting model increased
which depends on historical cost and other concepts that became unsuitable for user needs
.In addition to the increase of the role of IC in achieving wealth and income.
Nowadays, organizations concentrate more on the amount of knowledge and human
abilities they own more than the physical assets. Accordingly, IC became one of the basic
elements in organizations success and making them different from competitors. This is due
to the ability to use IC elements in a better and faster way to achieve the aimed objectives
through transferring the knowledge into a value (Mohamed, 2009). This chapter aimed to
introduce the concept of Intellectual capital, its importance and classifications.

2.2 Intellectual Capital definition
There is no generally accepted definition for IC (Marr et al., 2004 ). However, many
have offered views that provide a general concept. Edvinson and Malone (1997) defined IC
as “knowledge that can be converted into value.” They also explained that the difference
between market value and book value is the value of IC. Pulic (2000) included in IC, all
employees abilities that create value addition. Itami (1987) argued that IC is an intangible
asset which includes technology, brand name, customer loyalty, goodwill and copy rights.
Sullivan (2000) defined IC as “knowledge that can be converted into profits.
Stewart (1997) views IC as “knowledge, information, intellectual property, and expertise
that can be used to create wealth”. According to Bontiset.al (2000) IC means: working
individuals and organizational knowledge that contribute together to sustain competitive
advantage. He further elaborates that IC consists of human capital and structural capital.
Moore (1996) defines IC as customer capital, innovation capital, and organizational capital.
Ross et al. (1997) define intellectual capital as a language for thinking, talking and doing
something about the drivers of companies‟ future earnings. It includes relationships with
9

customers and partners, innovation efforts, company infrastructure and knowledge and skills
of organizational members Petty and Cuganesan (2005) assert that the term „intellectual
capital‟ is often treated as being synonymous with „intangible assets‟.
According to Roos, Pike and Fernstrom (2005) “Intellectual Capital can be define as all nonmonetary and nonphysical resources that are fully or partially controlled by the organization
and contribute to the organization‟s value creation”.
Marr and Schiuma (2001) define intellectual capital (IC) as “the group of knowledge assets
that are attributed to an organization and most significantly contribute to an improved
competitive position in this organization by adding value to the defined stakeholders”.
Some researches and studies focused in defining IC on the intangible assets area that enable
the organizations to perform their businesses .Edivinsson and Stenfelt (1999), identify IC as
intangible assets that characterized with non physical substance, in addition to the
uncertainty of expected future benefits because of the difficulty of predicting it‟s production
life which lead to the difficulty of measuring and evaluating it. A definition of intellectual
capital is offered by Brooking (1996). “Intellectual capital is the term given to the combined
intangible assets which enable the company to function. Those assets includes knowledge ,
Research and development , brands , patent and other assets that contains property rights ” ,
it is noticed on this definition that he didn‟t clarify the assets that contained the property
rights .At the same context ,Bontis(1998) connected IC with value creation .
Younet et al., (1996) identify the IC in the context of the relationship between cause and
effect “a group of abilities that is owned by a specific number of working individuals in the
organization, which enable them to present their intellectual contributions (cause) to help the
organization to increase its productivity and achieve high level of performance in
comparison to identical organization (effect). This definition focuses on the human side
(Human capital) without giving the same focus on other components.
Martinez and Garcia-Meca (2005) identify IC as the knowledge, information, property rights
and experience that is use to create wealth. IC is presented by Al Khayal (2005, as cited by
(Daher, 2011)), as the frame arise from having unusual profits which exceed the range of
normal profit from usual investment in the market. IC is defined by Klien, (1999) that it is
10

the intellectual essence that is composed, owned an improved to produce assets with high
value.
Many Professional organizations define also IC as the following:
 Accounting Standard Board , (1997)
ASB identify IC in standard (10) as “ intangibles as "non-financial fixed assets that do not
have physical substance but are identifiable and controlled by the entity through custody and
legal rights” .this definition focuses on only one type of intangibles which is owned through
custody and legal rights and ignores internally developed intangibles .
 International Accounting Standard Committee , (1998)
IAS (38) defined an intangible asset in 1998 as “an identifiable non-monetary asset without
physical substance held for use in the production or supply of goods or services, for rental to
others, or for administrative purposes”. IAS 38 modified in 2013 to be “as identifiable nonmonetary assets without physical substance.”
 The Society of Management Accounting of Candia, (1998)
SMAC identified intellectual assets as the knowledge owned by the organization and results
many future benefits. This knowledge includes technology and consulting operation and
methods and also includes protected property rights like patents.
 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, (1999)
OECD (1999) defines IC as” an economic value generated by two categories of intangible
assets of an entity: human capital and organizational capital”.
 Financial Accounting Standards Board, (2001)
The FASB defined the intangible assets as “an asset that lack physical substance, not a
financial tool but a long term assets in nature. It is assets that could be determined
individually apart from goodwill “.
It is noticed that most studies agreed on a fundamental point in defining IC .They agreed that
it is connected mainly to knowledge that could lead into creating value. Furthermore, three
main elements noticed: IC is an intangible resource, knowledge that creates value and
reflects the cumulative experiences .This means that all the definitions of IC eliminate all the
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tangible assets and concentrate on the ability of the organization‟s efficiency to convert
knowledge into value added. In other words, IC is represented by the knowledge that could
be used efficiently by the organization and converted into value through the interaction
between human and structural capital. Knowledge is useless it is applicable; it is not
considered as capital if it isn‟t used to increase the competitive advantage

2.3 The importance of intellectual capital:
Recently, many countries have realized the importance of the IC as it has a positive
impact on economic, financial and market performance especially in

high-tech industries

(Zeghal and Maaloul, 2010). Diez et al. (2010) concluded that Intellectual capital lead into
value creation in institutions.
The human intellectual ability is a key intellectual and strategic asset which increases the
efficiency of firms. The World Bank (1998) has identified the importance of knowledge and
intellectual ability: “Knowledge is like light. Weightless and intangible, it can easily travel
the world, enlightening the lives of people everywhere”.
As cited by (ضاهش, 2011), the importance of IC could be clearer through the following points
(انسُذ, 2007; ٌانجُذ, 2005):

1. IC is considered as the main engine for the growth of contemporary
institution, and thus led to a decline in the contribution of financial assets
as an important factor in the production of goods and services, and
growing in the importance of intangible assets such as research and
development, personnel and capabilities, experience, and brands that are
expressed as intellectual capital.

2. The largest focus of any institution is on the amount of knowledge,
information, and human capacity that is available more than the focus on
the existing financial assets .As a result, IC became the key element in the
success of the enterprise, prosperity, and competitive advantage. Using
the elements of IC enable institution from achieving their target
objectives in a better and faster way.
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3. The value of IC elements is increasing with the passage of time as a result
of the accumulation of experiences and information owned, unlike most
of the financial assets that are depreciated.

( Jafari ,2013) advised to pay more attention and focus on intellectual capital in
organizations and to understand the importance and impact of this factor on the overall
performance of the organization, as it has positive effects on the process of value creation in
organizations. It also provides a competitive environment in the order to determine the salary
levels of employees.
(Madition et al ., 2011, ahangar, 2011) mentioned that , IC is one of the main basics in
building organizations through having a unique human resources which will better use the
other resources to enlarge the uniqueness zone in any organization

. Unique human

resources that have organizational capabilities, has a good ability to adapt the surrounding
changing circumstances and this is consider as an advantage of IC But not the financial
capital.
(Luthy, 1995) said that the importance of the IC came from being the main resource to
create economic wealth. Although, physical assets still help in producing goods and services,
their importance decrease with the passage of time because of using knowledge based
intangible assets.
(Marr, 2008) mentioned that investing in IC has became the most important in profitability
and creating value and sustainable competitive advantage. For example, the success of some
pioneer companies like (Amazon, Google and Microsoft) is owed to investing in IC.
Other researches submitted some scientific evidences regarding the strategic importance of
IC, (Prusak and Cohen, 2001) from researching the financial position of IBM Company at
2000, indicate that the Market value for the company reached 70.7 billion dollar and the
book value was 16.7 billion dollar. The difference between the two values referred to the
company IC and this emphasize the importance of IC as the most important source for
profitability, creating value and competitive advantage.
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“Assets that are attributed to an organization and most significantly contribute to improve the
competitive position of this organization by adding value to a defined key stakeholders”
Marr and Schiuma (2001).
(Molnar,2004 ) confirmed that intellectual capital is considered as one of the main methods
for future success in organizations as it became the fundamental of the modern organizations
.if the organization is seeking for competition in the contemporary business environment , it
need to pay interest for intellectual capital .
The same opinion is confirmed by the explanatory research that was performed by
(Accenture and the Economist Intelligence Unit) on a sample of 120 of executive managers
in 30 companies in different sectors in 27 different countries. The executive managers
confirmed that intellectual capital is very important for future success. In another
explanatory research performed by ( Marr,2005) on a sample of 5000 company of the biggest
American companies , the managers of those companies assured that the intellectual capital
is considered as the basic that companies depend on to create value added , achieve a
competitive advantage and used in the contemporary performance appraisal methods .
Cheng et al.(2010) showed that intellectual capital is considered the most important asset and
the basis for success for many companies at United States of America .It indicated also that
management realization for its success and supporting competitive advantage is resulted
from its intellectual capital and using it efficiently at its operations .
The research reached a definition to IC as a knowledge that could lead into creating value. It
helps in creating a value for the organization and lead for a future success and growth.
Furthermore, it increase profitability and push companies to have a competitive advantage.

2.4 IC elements and components :
Identifying the elements and components of the Intellectual capital is one of the
important issues that help in measuring and evaluating IC, measuring its effect on the
economic, financial and market performance for any organization and evaluating the
organization‟s real value. In addition, it helps in knowing more the resources and causes for
value created in any organization. The current research will present the most important
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classifications that offered the elements and components of IC with identifying the part the
research will depend on when analyzing the role of VA as a measure for IC efficiency to
evaluate the economic, financial and market performance.
2.4.1

Brooking classification , (1996)

Brooking (1996) suggests that intellectual capital is comprised of four types of assets:
1. Market assets, consist of such things as brands, customers, distribution channels,
and business collaborations,
2. Intellectual property assets include patents, copyrights, and trade secrets,
3. human-centered assets, include education and work-related knowledge and
competencies and
4. Infrastructure assets include management processes, information technology
systems, networking, and financial systems.
This classification has an agreement with (sveiby, 1997) model about the importance of
relation assets. It is noticed that brooking divided IC into 4 elements by adding the
intellectual property assets, reasons for this addition is owed to the following reasons
( ضاهش2011):
1.

The intellectual property assets are considered the most important element as it is
consist from brands, trademarks and copyrights.

2.

There is a strong relationship between intellectual property assets and the other
components for Intellectual capital such as (Human Capital, relational capital and
structural capital).

3. from the point of views for the managerial theories , it is considered the most proper
part for IC ( Bollen et al. , 2005)
2.4.2

Edvinsson classification , (1997)
The most common classification is the classification of the Swedish insurance
company (Skandia) which was proposed by Edvisson described in the following
figure
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Figure (2.1)
Skandia’s classification of the intellectual capital

Market Value
Intellectual capital

Financial Capital

Structural capital

Human Capital

Organizational
capital

Customer capital

Process Capital

Innovation
Capital

(Source :Edvinsson, 1997, p.266)
In this classification, Edvisson has divided intellectual capital into two categories
including human capital and structural capital. The human capital consist of
knowledge , experience , skill and the workers ability to provide solutions for
customers and clients .For the structural capital , it consist of customer capital
and organizational capital which is divided into innovation capital that generate
intellectual property rights and process capital ( Edivinsson , 1997 , p.266). This
classification mentioned that the Market Value for any organization has two
divisions, tangible (financial capital) and intangible (IC). This classification was
criticized as it doesn‟t consider the intellectual property rights as intangible
assets, while it is considered as intangible by law and its fair value could be
determined.
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2.4.3

Sveiby classification , (1997)
Sveiby in 1997 developed “The intangible Asset Monitor “(Figure 2.2) as a
presentation format that displays indicators for internal management information
purposes (Sveiby, 1997). It adopts the concept of Intangible Assets rather than
IC. The following three categories of intangible assets are taken into account in
his model:
(1) Intangibles represented by competence of employees (education, experience).
(2) Intangibles related to the internal structure of the organization (the
organization: management, legal structure, manual systems, attitudes, R&D,
software); and
(3) Those related to the external structure including (brand names, image, and
relationships with suppliers and most importantly relationships with customers).
Seviby mentioned that there is a mutual interaction between the previously
mentioned components as we can‟t achieve a good reputation in the market
without having innovation, creation and long term structural relations with
clients as well as following modern managerial systems.

(Bontis, 2001)

criticized with “While efficiency of the internal structure or "operational
efficiency" of an organization has historically been part of most traditional
accounting measurement, the other two intangible assets in his model are not”
.Sveiby identified indicators to measure the IC according to the previous
classification in his model “ Intangible Assets Monitor” shown on the Figure in
the next page .
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Figure (2.2)
IC components according to Sveiby

Market Value

Net Value indicators.

Intangible assets

Value indicators

External
structure

Internal
structure

Competence

(Source: Sveiby, 1997, p.75)
By researching this classification, it is founded that it is not different from most
of other classifications that divided the intellectual capital into three main
elements. This classification didn‟t specify if the intellectual capital is a part of
the intangible assets or the tangible assets is a part of the intellectual capital
components.
2.4.4

Eustace classification , (1999)
According to Eustace IC is classified into:
1. Intangible assets: is represented by owners‟ equity that could be purchased,
sold, exchanged or keep it like licenses and franchises, copyrights, brands,
trade marks and names and trade secrets. All of these elements have legal
protection, easy to determine their values and recognized at the financial
statements.
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2. Intangible competencies: refers to the competitive advantage of the
organization such as Innovation Competence, Structural Competence, Market
Competence and Human Resources. Those elements don‟t have a legal
protection, difficult to determine their values and are not recognize at the
financial statements.

2.4.5

Harrison and Sullivan classification , (2000)
Harrison and Sullivan research divided the intellectual capital into four main elements:

1. Human capital :refers to basic capabilities of the organization,
2. organizational capital :refers to transferring the human capabilities into goods
and services,
3. market capital :refers into the ability to manage the external factors with the
internal capabilities and
4. Creativity capital: means the ability to improve and develop the capabilities
and environmental factors.

2.4.6

Bontis , (2003)
Bontis mentioned that the difference between Book value and Market value is
referred to the intellectual capital and it is consisted from two main elements
(Human capital and structural capital).
1. Human capital

refers to workers

with creative abilities and improving

knowledge,
2. structural capital refers to the sustainable knowledge that remain at the
organization which is left by organization members temporary or permanently
and is stored at the data base , documents , programs , physical components of
computer and organizational structures . Structural capital contains
organizational capital (organization culture, information systems and
telecommunication technology) and creativity capital (patents and copyright).
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This division for intellectual capital is ignoring other elements like external
relations with suppliers and customers.
2.4.7

Guthrie et al. classification , (2004)
According to Guthrie, IC consist of three elements the same as other
classifications:
1. Internal capital (organizational): which is divided into Intellectual property
assets(brands, copyrights and trademarks) and infrastructure assets (
management philosophy , organizational culture , management methods ,
information systems and network systems )
2. External capital: contains relations, customer‟s loyalty, distribution channels,
licenses and franchises.
3. Human Capital: contains employee‟s experiences, knowledge, education and
training and creativity.

2.4.8

Andriessen classification , (2004):

Andriessen divided intellectual capital into five basic groups represented in:
1.

Skills and employees knowledge: represented by the individual talents,
competencies and experiences in addition to their ability to act in different
situations.

2.

Collective values: include the organization culture that would be reflected in
the way the organizations deal with things around it, which make it able to
satisfy the needs and wants of clients and employees.

3.

Technology and knowledge: include internal business networks, database and
intellectual property rights like (copy rights, trade secrets and others).

4.

Management knowledge: means knowledge in managerial operations and
methods, strategies and ability to take decisions.

5. heritage : what is inherited in the past by the organization like (trademarks ,
suppliers networks and clients data that was built )
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2.4.9

Boedker et al. classification ,(2005)
Boedkr classified the IC into three elements which is: internal, external and
human capital. Each element consists of the following:
1.

Internal capital: consist of management philosophy, organizational culture,
administrative process, information system, property capital and research
and development.

2.

External capital: consists of organization name, trade mark, licenses,
distribution channels and relations with customers and suppliers.

3.

Human capital: consists of patent and knowledge, training, education and
development and competencies.

2.4.10 Moon and Kym classification , (2006):
Moon and Kym submit a model for IC as a whole and its sub-factors. It is consist
from Human Capital, Structural capital and relational capital. This model helps
managers in estimating and evaluating different types of intellectual capital at
their organizations with showing competitive advantage at the organizations.
This model is considered as a preliminary model to measure intellectual capital
as it is indicated at figure (2.3).
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Figure (2.3)
IC Classification Scheme according to Moon and Kym

Sub-Factors of IC

Dimension of IC
Human
Capital

Employee capability
Employee sustainability

Employee satisfaction

Structural
capital

Culture

Intellectual
capital

Organizational process
Information System
Intellectual Property

Relational
Capital

Customer
Partner
Community

Source ::( Moon and Kym, 2006, p.257)
2.4.11 García-Meca and Martínez classification , (2007)
This classification contains five main elements for IC:
1.

Human capital : contain 16 element such as ( Knowledge , skills and
managers and employees capabilities )

2.

Customers: contain 13 element such as ( new customers, market share and
sales )

3.

Organization : contain 13element such as ( information technology systems ,
organizational culture , organizational structure and competency )
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4.

Researches : improvement and development : contain 6 elements like (
patent , future projects and main researches )

5.

Strategy: such as (product description, agreements and social responsibility).

2.4.12 Li et al. classification , (2008)
Li, et al., classified the intellectual capital into three main elements: Human
capital, internal (structural) capital and external (customers) .The research
describes the nature of each sub-element for intellectual capital which consists of

60 sub-elements for the three main elements. Human capital has 22 subelements, internal capital has 17 and external capital has 21.
This classification used the classification of (Battie and Thomson, 2007) which

has128 sub-element for the three main elements of intellectual capital. Li et al.,
merge some elements using different names as clarified in the following:
1.

Human capital : contains number of employees , ages of employees ,
diversity between employees, equal treatment, relations with employees ,
education of employees, skills and knowledge, relation between employees
and organization , gained knowledge from job, situation of employees ,
employees commitment , motivation policy , employee productivity, training
employees , professional qualifications , employees development ,
employees flexibility , initiatives , employees abilities , teamwork , social
participation and other advantages .

2.

internal capital (structural) : contains intellectual property , organization
process , organization philosophy ,organizational culture , organizational
flexibility , administrative

organizational structure , research and

development activities , education of organization , creativity , technology ,
financial relations

, customer service jobs , infrastructure , quality of

administrative practices , licenses and certificate , networks and internal
distribution channels .
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3.

external capital (relations) : contains customers , target markets , relations
with customers , new customers , keeping current customers

2.5 Classifications Summary:
Skandia classification is considered the basis for most researches that handled measuring
and reporting the IC. This classification stated that IC is broader concept than the traditional
point of view for the intangible assets. It is also stated that IC is composed through the
internal interaction between its main components (Human, structural and relational) and the
value of the organization. In other words, IC will not be founded as a result of one of the
components alone but, through the interaction between all of them.
Through the previous classifications, the current research noticed four areas to classify the
IC. At the first area, it is classified into (Human and structural capital). At the second area, it
is classified into (Human and structural (which is divided into (organizational and customer
capital)). The third one classifies it into (Human, structural and relational capital). Final area
classifies it into (individual skills, internal structure (flow of knowledge through the
organization) and external structure (flow of knowledge through external stakeholders like
customers and suppliers). The most common area is Skandia classification that is used at
many previous studies and researches and will be used at the current research to analyze the
role of VA as a measure for IC efficiency and its impact on the economic, financial and
market performance.

2.6 Conclusion:
The current chapter handled information about the intellectual capital (definitions,
components and classifications) . The most common classifications for intellectual capital
were described in details. Skandia classification will be used to analyze the role of VA as a
measure for IC efficiency and its impact on companies‟ performance
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Chapter 3
Value Added Intellectual Capital
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3.1 Introduction
Measuring the IC is considered as one of the most important issues for professionals
and academics. This issue encouraged many researches to improve methods to measure IC in
order to convince companies to calculate the value of intellectual assets and express it in a
quantitative form. Several studies have assured that there is a big need to have new
objective , liable and updated with knowledge and technology measures for IC (Pulic ,2004;
Shui,2006 ; Chan ,2009 ; Diez et al.,2010 ; Alipour 2012) .
Zeghal and Maaloul (2010) and Rahman (2012) mentioned that, accounting
profession needs good standards to measure the amount of benefit resulted from intellectual
assets, because companies still use the same methods and approaches to measure tangible
assets. Clarke et al. (2011) and Maditions et al. (2011) pointed out in their studies that
companies are facing an increasing pressure to use the suitable measures which create wealth
in knowledge related to economy. The main motive for companies to measure IC is that
measurement will provide a good basic to evaluate the company through focusing on IC and
to justify their investments in knowledge management activities through focusing on benefit
( Pulic ,2004 ; Liu et al ., 2009).
The main problem that faces accounting profession and accountants is represented by
the necessity to understand IC and its management methods and how does it participate in
creating wealth on the long run .This mean that managing IC contains two sides: managerial
side and accounting side. Regarding the accounting side, accountants need to know how to
measure intellectual capital; they also need to know how it is going to affect the economic,
financial and the market performance. Accountants realize that measurement and evaluation
process is a subjective one, that‟s why there should be evidences and standards to assure the
reality and reliability of evaluating intangible assets. Being intangible can‟t be easily verified
and disability for direct measurement is the main challenges that face accountants when
measuring IC.
Many studies and academic researchers were interested in submitting methods and
approaches to measure and evaluate IC. Despite that, no approach is comprehensive and
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integrated. studies proved that organizations use a measurement method depending -to a
large extent- on building the knowledge infrastructures in the organization.
Different methods were suggested by researchers and stakeholders for example:
a) Tobin‟s Equation
b) Economic Value Added (EVA)
c) Market to Book Value (MB)
d) Balance Scorecard (BSC)
e) Human Resources Accounting (HRA)
f) Calculated Intangible Value (CIV)
g) Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC)
Pulic (1998 and 2000) develops the “Value Added Intellectual Coefficient “ (VAIC) to
present information about Value Creation Efficiency of tangible and intangible assets owned
by companies . The advantages of this model are:
1) The inputs can be obtained from the organizations‟ conventional financial report.
The VAIC model is discussed by Andriessen (2004) to be a better tool for
analyzing intellectual capital because the data is available online.
2) Firer and Williams (2003) explained that this model uses the data from a readily
identifiable source derived from audited information so that it may increase the
validity of the measurement.
3) According to pulic (2000) :
a) It uses a relatively simple and explicit procedures in the calculation of the
necessary items, might be easily understandable for all people (managers,
employees, stakeholders, investors, government, and suppliers) besides
traditional accounting report.
b) It alleviates any subjective bias and provides objective and quantitative
indicators.
c) It covers a form of standardized indicators which can be used for internal and
external comparison.
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d) It has been used in IC research of listed companies in many countries,
especially in the Asian region that makes a potential for comparison with
other countries.

This model has been used by a number of researchers including Firer and Williams
(2003) and Tan et al. (2007). Other methods for measuring IC were criticized for their
subjectivity, difficulty of application and inability to make comparisons (pulic, 1998, 2004;
Firer and Williams, 2003). Such methods were prepared to be used for specific companies,
and they can‟t be generalized for all companies. This makes the comparison process difficult.
The current research depend on using VAIC as an indicator for IC efficiency and to
determine its impact on the economic , financial and market performance for companies.
This method will be handled in details in this section (methods for application and
justifications to use it).

3.2 Value Added Intellectual Coefficient Method
VAIC is considered the most important method for measuring IC. It enables users to
measure the contribution of all resources; Human, structural and financial, in creating
the value added. VAIC model is applied in the current research and it uses data from
annual financial statements and reports of the companies to calculate the efficiency of
capital employed, structural capital and human capital through the following methods:
The First method: is calculating the ability of the company to create an added value or
the ability of all resources in a company to create an added value. According to ( Meek
and Gray ,1988 ; Donalson and preston , 1995 ; Riahi-Belkaoui , 2003 ; and Pulic ,1998
,2004) , Value added is calculated as follows :
(1) VA = Output – Input
Output are total sales and other revenue from products and services sold in the market
and Input are expense and others expense needed to operate the company except the cost
of employees ( salaries , wages , incentives and workers and employees training costs).
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The second method: is estimating the relationship between Values added (VA) and
Human Capital (HC). Value added Human capital coefficient (VAHU) shows how much
VA can be generated with the funds spent on labor. This ratio shows the contribution
made by every single dollar invested in HC to Value Added in organizations. Employees
costs ( salaries and wages including all incentives an training plans ) are considered as
an indicator for HC and those costs are not considered as inputs .This means that
employees related expenses are not costs but an investment ( Pulic ,1998 ,2004 ; Zhang
et al., 2006; Zeghal and Maaloul,2010) . Thus the relationship between Values added
(VA) and Human Capital (HC) measures the ability of HC to create value and calculate
the efficiency of the VAHU through:
(2) VAHU = VA/HC
The third method:

is to find the relationship between Values added (VA) and

Structural capital (SC). Coefficient of Structural Capital Value Added (STVA) measures
the number of SC needed to produce 1 dollar from VA and is an indication of how the
SC succeed in the creation of value. To calculate (STVA), it is needed first to find the
value of SC for the business. According to (Pulic, 1998, 2004; Zhang et al., 2006;
Zeghal and Maaloul, 2010), structural capital is calculated as follow:
SC = VA – HC
This equation indicates that SC is not an independent indicator, and it depends on the
extent of Human capital‟s contribution in creating value. Thus, if the contribution of HC
increased in creating value, the contribution of SC will decrease. Calculating the STVA
will be through the following equation:
(3) STVA = SC/VA
The Fourth method:

is calculating the value added for the intellectual capital

Coefficient (VAIN), which indicates the contribution of Intellectual capital (IC) in
creating value. By assuming that intellectual capital consists of Human Capital (HC) and
structural capital (SC), the following equation is to find the (VAIN):
(4) VAIN = VAHU + STVA
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The Fifth method : is to find out the relationship between Value added (VA) and
capital employed (CA) , (firer and Williams ,2003 ; Pulic , 2004) assured that
Intellectual capital can‟t create value alone .Thus it is important to consider Capital
Assets in Calculations ( CA = total assets – intangible assets ) , to have a full coverage
for the value added of all resources in the company. The efficiency of Capital employed
(CA) is calculated through Value Added Capital Coefficient (VACA), which shows the
contribution made by each unit of capital employed to the value added in organizations.
VACA indicates the ability of Capital employed to create VA in the company.
(5) VACA = VA / CA
The sixth method: is to find out the contribution of all company resources in creating
value. Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC) which measures the contribution
made by each unit of all resources to the value added in organizations. The higher the
(VAIC ) , the better the efficiency of Value added created by all resources in the
company ( Pulic ,1998 ,2004 ; Zhang et al., 2006; Zeghal and Maaloul,2010) .
(6) VAIC = VAHU + STVA + VACA
VAIC is criticized by (Andriessen ,2004) , he said that the basic assumption for this
method may be a problem and it could lead to unsatisfactory results .regardless of the
critics , many researches (Chen et al.,2005 ; Shiu , 2006 ; Zhang et al.,2006 ; Kujansivu
and lonnqvist ,2007 ; Tan et al.,2007 ; Yalama and coskun,2007 ; Kamath ,2007 ,2008;
Chan ,2009 ; Zeghal and Maaloul ,2010, ٍ انقهُط,2013) used VAIC as it is one of the
important and attractive methods that enable measuring the contribution of all the
resources in the company (Human , Structural and capital) to create a value added
.(Chan ,2009) provide many positive evidences for VAIC as it is the most suitable
method to measure the intellectual capital ,also (Kamath ,2007 , 2008) proved the
validity of VAIC in an convincingly as the suitable method to measure the intellectual
capital.
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3.3 Justifications to use VAIC :
The justification for adopting the VAIC methodology in the current research may be
summarized below (Chen et al.,2005 ; Shiu , 2006; Kujansivu and lonnqvist ,2007 ; Tan
et al.,2007 ; Yalama and coskun,2007 ; Kamath ,2007 ,2008; Chan ,2009 ; ٍ انقهُط,2013):
1. It produces quantifiable, objective and quantitative measurements without the
requirement of any subjective grading and awarding of scores or scales. It aids
further computation and statistical analysis by using a large sample size that may
run into thousands of data items collected over a period of time.
2. It provides indicators that are relevant, useful and informative to all stakeholders
but not just shareholders, and with which they may also identify and compare the
key components of IC in order to assess company performance.
3. It uses financially oriented measures so that any indicators, relations or ratios
computed may be used for comparison along with traditional financial indicators
commonly found in business, which are based on monetarily derived units or
measures.
4. It uses very simple and straight forward procedures in the computation of the
necessary indexes and coefficients, which may be simple to understand, especially
for management and business people who are accustomed to traditional accounting
information.
5. It produces a form of standardized measurement. The indicators or indexes
computed may be consistently applied to and used for comparison across
divisional, company, industry and national level. In other words, benchmarking
may therefore be possible.
6. It makes use of public or published financial data. Itmay, also, enhance the
reliability of the measurement and improve data availability.
7. It provides an IC measurement system that is consistent with the stakeholder view
and resource-based view by using a value added approach.
8. It gives the priority for human capital or employees, as they are the most
important source of IC, which is consistent with all major IC definitions found in
the literature.
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9. It has a track record in deployment and application in IC research and listed
companies in many countries, to which researchers may refer in reviewing
published studies. Furthermore, the availability of prior studies in other countries
in the Asian region comparable with Hong Kong, such as Taiwan, Malaysia and
Singapore, add further credibility to the methodology. Researches use VAIC to
measure the impact of IC on the economic, financial and market performance are
considered rare in Palestine.

3.4 conclusion :
VAIC method is used to achieve the objective of the research “ measuring the
efficiency of IC and it‟s impact on the economic , financial and market performance “ . This
model has been used by many researchers as a measurement tool . VAIC consists of three
types of capitals (VAHU , STVA and VACA) .
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Chapter 4
Literature review and developing research
hypothesis
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4.1 introduction
Recently, some researches tried to prove that IC is participating strongly in creating a
value added for companies and is connected positively with company performance. In the
same context, this research seeks for researching and analyzing the role of VA as a measure
for intellectual capacity efficiency to evaluate the impact of Intellectual capital on the
economic, financial and market performance through using VAIC. in this section, the
previous studies in the same subject and formulate the hypothesis are presented under three
sides of company performance which is: economic performance (model 1), financial
performance (Model 2) and Market performance (model 3). It is assumed that the company
is economically successful which will lead to a healthy financial situation. The situation will
be reflected on stock prices performance. Accordingly there is a fundamental relationship
between the economic performance for the company and its financial and market
performance.

4.2 Intellectual capital
performance model):

and

economic

performance

(economic

The economic performance is mainly the responsibility of businessmen connected with
the ability of the organizations to create value added. Achieving high levels of economic
performance for organizations is facing many difficulties increasingly in the context of
the contemporary business challenges. If the organization wants to survive and compete,
it should not focus only on tangible investments to gain profit, but it should also invest
continuously in IC. It became one of the most important causes to create value and
supporting the competitive advantage for organizations.
Some studies indicate that investing in Intellectual capital enable the company from
improving its economic performance (Lev and sougiannis , 1996 ; Mortensen et al., 1997
;Hand and Lev,2004 ;Casta et al., 2008 ; Bismuth and Tojo , 2008, ٍانقهُط,8042) . The
following studies support that there is a relationship between intellectual capital and
Economic performance.
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4.2.1 Research of (Gu and Lev , 2003 ) “ Intangible Assets: Measurement,
Drivers, and Usefulness”
This research develops an economic approach to estimate the value of
intangible assets that are not recorded on the firm‟s balance sheet. The
approach used provides economically meaningful and useful estimates for the
value of intangible assets. The results indicate that investments in R&D,
advertising, brands, and information technology are important drivers of
intangible capital, and in turn corporate value. The approach is shown to be
useful for investors seeking information on future performance of intangibleintensive firms. It also assures that the economic performance for the
company achieved through three types of resources (financial, tangible and
intangible). The results also show that the intangibles measures described can
add an essential valuation tool for managers and investors concerned with
intangible assets. This research confirms that the economic performance of a
company is resulted from three sources: Physical, financial and intellectual.
4.2.2 Research of (Nakamura, 2004) “What is the U.S. gross investment in
intangibles? (At least) one trillion dollars a year!”
This research assures that there is a positive relationship between
investment in Intellectual Capital and the economic performance in the
company, where the efficient investment is in intellectual capital will allow
organizations to reduce production costs in the long run. Depending on this,
the qualified human resources with high skills could improve sales and
efficient investment in R& D could reduce the production costs for the
company. The research also indicates that the economic performance for the
organization measured by (the operating income over total sales) doesn‟t only
affected by the current investment in intellectual capital, but also it is affected
by investment in the previous periods.
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4.2.3 Research of (Wang and Chang, 2005) "Intellectual capital and
performance in causal models: Evidence from the information technology
industry in Taiwan"
This research seeks to investigate the impact of intellectual capital
elements on business performance, as well as the relationship among
intellectual capital elements from a cause‐effect perspective. The partial least
squares approach is used to examine the information technology (IT) industry
in Taiwan. Results show that intellectual capital elements affect business
performance directly, with the exception of human capital. Human capital
indirectly affects economic performance through: innovation capital, process
capital, and customer capital. There is also a cause-effect relationship among
four elements of the intellectual capital. Human capital affects innovation
capital and process capital. Innovation capital affects process capital, which in
turn influences customer capital. Finally, customer capital contributes to
performance. The cause-effect relationship between leading elements and
lagged elements provides implications for the management of firms in the IT
industry.
4.2.4 Research of (Bollen et, al. , 2005) "Linking intellectual capital and
intellectual property to company performance"
The research links empirically the value of intellectual capital and
intellectual property to firm performance. Survey data from managers in the
(German) pharmaceutical industry is used to conduct a regression analysis
that focuses on the correlation among human, structural and relational capital,
intellectual property and firm performance. The research shows that including
intellectual property in models linking IC to firm performance enhances the
statistical validity of such models and their relevance for management. In
addition, Intellectual capital is an important source of an organization's
economic wealth. Therefore it is to be taken into serious consideration when
formulating the firm's strategy.
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4.2.5 Research (Bismuth and Tojo , 2008)”Creating Value from intellectual
capital”
This research identifies and discusses the key policy challenges for
OECD countries both at macro and micro level; to develop and use their
intellectual assets in order to obtain economic returns. The research use the
approach of econometrics studies to gauge the impact of intellectual assets on
national accounts and a stocks and conclude that investing in intellectual
capital provide a contribution to productivity and economic growth and it
provide a frameworks that encourage companies to report on their intellectual
assets and their strategies to create value. The research recommends to better
understand the role of intellectual assets, improve their contribution to
economic growth, and to enhance information on intellectual assets and the
diffusion of good practices.
4.2.6 Research

of

(Sumedrea,2013)

“Intellectual

Capital

and

Firm

Performance”
This research analyses the structure of the intellectual capital and its
influence on the economic performances based on the VAIC model. The
research was conducted for the most known and transparent companies in the
market, the results were obtained by applying certain regression models. The
research analyzed the existence of a possible link between the intellectual
capital and the organizational performances in order to identify if these
companies used their innovative potential to surpass the crisis. Findings show
that human capabilities, knowledge, skills and experience represent an
explicative factor of organizational procedures seem to make the difference in
the turbulent business environment, as the negative coefficient of structural
capital shows. The link between the profitability and intellectual capital is
confirmed once more, because even in time of crisis the performance must
rely on human ability to adapt to changes and learn.
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4.2.7

Research of (Rodrigues , et. al , 2015) ”Exploiting Intellectual Capital for
Economic Renewal “
This study proposes a model to analyze the relationship between
leadership, intellectual capital (human, structural, and relational), and their
contribution to economic renewal. The study contributes to the literature and
higher education institution (HEI) management, by examining empirically
and in greater depth, the antecedents and determinants of this problem. This
study applies variance-based structural equation modeling, using partial least
square on a sample of 195 academics from 52 countries. The results show that
leadership has a positive and direct impact on human, structural, and
relational capital, and that human capital has positive and direct impact on the
structural and relational capital of the studied HEIs. Hence, we found that
only the structural and relational capital of the HEIs have positive and direct
impact on the contribution to economic renewal.

By using the measures of (Value Added Intellectual Coefficient), the current research will
seek to test the following hypothesis:
There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the economic
performance
1.1 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
economic performance
1.2 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and

the

economic performance
1.3 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
economic performance
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4.3 Intellectual capital and Financial performance (Financial performance
model):
Some studies indicated that there is a positive effect for intellectual capital on the
financial performance of companies. Financial performance is expressed by the ability of the
invested capital to achieve a certain level of profit. Financial performance is measured by
common profitability measures like Return on Equity (ROE), Return on Assets (ROA) and
Return on Capital Employed (ROCE). The following studies investigate the relationship
between intellectual capital and financial performance.
4.3.1

research of (Chen et, al. , 2005) "An empirical investigation of the
relationship between intellectual capital and firms’ market value
and financial performance”
The purpose of this research is to investigate empirically the
relation between the value creation efficiency and firms‟ market
valuation and financial performance. Using data drawn from
Taiwanese listed companies and Pulic's Value Added Intellectual
Coefficient (VAIC™) as the efficiency measure of capital employed
and intellectual capital, the authors constructed regression models to
examine the relationship between corporate value creation efficiency
and firms‟ market-to-book value ratios, and to explore the relation
between intellectual capital and firms‟ current as well as future
financial performance. The results support the hypothesis that firms‟
intellectual capital has a positive impact on market value and financial
performance, and may be an indicator for future financial
performance. In addition, investors may place different values on the
three components of value creation efficiency (physical capital, human
capital, and structural capital). Finally, evidence is presented that
R&D expenditure may capture additional information on structural
capital and has a positive effect on firm value and profitability.
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4.3.2

Research of (Yalama and Coskun, 2007) "Intellectual capital
performance of quoted banks on the Istanbul stock exchange
market”
The purpose of the research is to obtain measure of the
intellectual capital (IC) performance of quoted banks on the Istanbul
Stock Exchange Market (ISE), Turkey, and to test the effect of the
intellectual capital performance on profitability. Data required for
calculating intellectual capital efficiencies were obtained from the ISE
for the period 1995‐2004 using efficiency coefficient, called Value
Added Intellectual Co-efficiency (VAICTM), and tested the effect of
this intellectual capital performance on profitability using Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA).

The results show that Intellectual

capital is affecting more the profitability of the banks in comparison
with the tangible capital and intellectual capital is considered one of
the most variables that affect investor‟s decisions.
4.3.3

Research of ( Tan et, al. (2007) "Intellectual capital and financial
returns of companies"
The purpose of the research was to investigate the association
between the intellectual capital (IC) of firms and their financial
performance. Pulic framework was used, has an Asian focus, and
draws on data from 150 publicly listed companies on the Singapore
Exchange between the years 2000 and 2002. The research used partial
least squares (PLS) for the data analysis. It also, tests four elements of
IC and company performance. The findings show that: IC and
company performance are positively related; IC is correlated to future
company performance; the rate of growth of a company's IC is
positively related to the company's performance; and the contribution
of IC to company performance differs by industry.
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4.3.4

Research of (Chan, 2009) "Impact of intellectual capital on
organizational performance: An empirical research of companies
in the Hang Seng Index”
The research investigated empirically if intellectual capital
(IC) has an impact on the financial aspects of organizational
performance as well as attempting to identify the IC components that
may be the drivers for the leading financial indicators of listed
companies. The research sought evidence from the companies of the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange from 2001 to 2005.

The VAIC™

methodology was used in the measurement of IC by Pulic. Regression
models were constructed to examine the relationships between IC and
the selected financial performance measures .The results of the
analysis revealed no conclusive evidence to support a definitive
association between IC, as measured by VAIC™, and the four
measures of financial performance in the sample companies surveyed
in Hong Kong. At best, only a moderate association was recorded
between IC and the profitability measures. The research further
revealed that physical capital is highly regarded by the companies
surveyed

for

enhancing

market

valuation,

productivity

and

profitability.
4.3.5

Research of (Ghosh and Mondal , 2009) "Indian software and
pharmaceutical sector IC and financial performance”
The research seeks to estimate and analyze the relationship
between intellectual capital and corporate conventional financial
performance measures of Indian software and pharmaceutical
companies for a period of five years from 2002 to 2006.Annual
reports, especially profit and loss accounts and balance sheets of the
selected companies for the relevant years have been used to obtain the
data. Value Added Intellectual CoefficientTM (VAIC) method is
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applied for measuring the value based performance of the companies.
Corporate conventional performance financial measures used in this
analysis are: profitability; productivity; and market valuation. It is an
empirical research using multiple regression analysis for the data
analysis. The intellectual capital (human capital and structural capital)
and physical capital of the arbitrarily selected companies have been
analyzed and their impact on corporate performance has been
measured using multiple regression technique. The analysis indicates
that the relationships between the performance of a company's
intellectual capital and conventional performance indicators, namely,
profitability, productivity and market valuation, are varied. The
findings suggest that the performance of a company's intellectual
capital can explain profitability but not productivity and market
valuation in India.
4.3.6

Research of (Maditinos et, al. , 2011) "The impact of intellectual
capital on firms' market value and financial performance"
The purpose of this research is to examine the impact of IC on
firms' market value and financial performance. The empirical data
were drawn from a panel consisting of 96 Greek companies listed in
the Athens Stock Exchange (ASE), from four different economic
sectors, observed over the three year period of 2006 to 2008. Various
regression models were examined in order to test the hypotheses
included in the proposed conceptual framework. Results failed to
support most of the hypotheses; only concluding that there is a
statistically significant relationship between human capital efficiency
and financial performance.

4.3.7

Research of ( Pal and Soriya, ,2012) "Intellectual Capital
performance of Indian pharmaceutical and textile industry”
This research aimed to make a comparison of intellectual
capital performance between Indian pharmaceutical and textile
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industry. Further, the research attempts to investigate association
between intellectual capital efficiency with financial performance and
market valuation. An empirical research was carried out on data
collected from database Prowess. VAIC was calculated on a select
sample of 105, pharmaceutical companies and 102, textile companies.
Correlation and ordinary least square regressions models are used on
panel data for the analysis. Results indicated that profitability and
intellectual capital are positively associated but no significant
relationship is observed between intellectual capital with productivity
and market valuation in both industries. In spite of the growing
importance of intellectual capital, its reflection is not proportionally
observed in the financial performance of the select sample of
companies.
4.3.8

Research of (Sarmadi ,2013) “Investigating of Relationship
between Intellectual Capital and Financial Performance of
Petrochemical Companies Listed in Tehran Stock Exchange”
This research emphasized on empirical evidence of the
relationship between intellectual capital and companies' profitability
indicators. Measuring the intellectual capital with Pulic‟s model and
for measuring the companies‟ profitability, return on assets and return
on equity are used. The time domain is between 2008 until 2012 and
to test hypotheses and analyze data panel regression, least squares
(LS) is used. Research findings show that there is significant
relationship between intellectual capital and two performance
indicators (return on equity and return on sales) in Petrochemical
Companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange. Also, component of
intellectual capital, structural capital efficiency has most relationship
with financial performance indicators and so among the financial
performance indicators, return on sales (ROS) has most relationship
with component of intellectual capital.
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4.3.9

Research of (Zakaria,2014) “Intellectual Capital Efficiency and
Performance: Research on Malaysian Federal Statutory Bodies”
The purpose of this research is to reduce the gap existed and
provides further insight into the role of intellectual capital(IC) in
public sector performance. Value added intellectual coefficient
(VAIC) model is used to measure the IC efficiency. This research is
using a sample of Malaysia federal statutory bodies (FSB) that listed
between 2008 and2010. The Relationships between VAIC components
namely Human Capital Efficiency (HCE), structural capital efficiency
(SCE) and Capital employed efficiency (CEE) and financial
performance (productivity and profitability) are analyzed. The
empirical findings from this research show the IC is an asset that can
be utilized as a vehicle for statutory bodies ’

improvement

particularly the profit.
4.3.10 Research of (Mahfoudh, 2014) “Intellectual Capital and its Effect
on Financial Performance of Banks: Evidence from Saudi
Arabia”
This study examines intellectual capital (IC) performance of
listed banks in Saudi Arabia using value-added intellectual coefficient
(VAIC) methodology, and investigates the impact of IC on financial
performance. It identifies the IC components that may be the drivers
of the traditional indicators of bank success. The results of a survey of
a sample of all listed banks during 2008 to 2010, show that IC
performance of Saudi banks is low and it is positively associated with
bank financial performance indicators. However, when VAIC is split
into its components, the relationships between these components and
bank financial performance indicators vary.
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4.3.11 Research of ( Arslan and Zaman,2015) “Intellectual Capital and
Its Impact on Financial Performance: A Research of Oil and Gas
Sector of Pakistan”
The

research

examines

the

Intellectual

Capital

(IC)

performance of oil and gas sector of Pakistan over the period of 2007
to 2011 and its impact on corporate financial returns. The research
uses value added intellectual coefficient (VAIC™) to measure IC
performance and its various components of VAIC™ like (HC, SC and
CE) and its impact on financial performance (ROE, ROI and EPS).
Micro panel data of oil and gas sector, registered in KSE-100 index, is
collected from their consolidated annual reports over the period of
2007 to 2011. The IC performance is measured by Ante Pulic Model
(VAIC™) and its effect on corporate returns (ROE, ROI and EPS) is
tested by Random Effect Model estimation. The research reveals that
VA is considered an important component for measuring the VAIC™
performance. Moreover, it has positive and significant relationship
with firm‟s profitability (EPS) and HCE and SCE have positive and
significant relationship with firm‟s financial performance (ROE and
ROI) respectively. This research explores that Intellectual Capital
Efficiency (ICE) has relatively larger contribution for measuring the
VAIC™ performance where HCE and SCE execute substantive role to
accelerate the financial performance of oil and gas sector of Pakistan
as compare to tangible assets.
4.3.12 Research

of

(Gupta,2015)

“Intellectual

Capital

&

Firm

Profitability: An Empirical Research on the IT Sector listed in
NSE”
This research is in the domain of Intellectual capital, that
whether the Intellectual capital contributes towards the firm
profitability or not. VAIC model was used as a tool of intellectual
capital measurement and ROA, ATR and NPM ratio as an indicator of
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profitability. Sample consists of five randomly choose IT Companies
listed in NSE during 2009 till 2014 is selected for testing research
hypotheses. The research is empirical in nature. The research takes
into account the data of last five years. Results show that there is
positive and significant relationship between Intellectual capitals
Value added financial performance indexes (NPM, ROA, and ATR).
4.3.13 Khan,et.al,(2015)

“

Intellectual

Capital

and

Financial

Performance: An Evaluation of Islamic Banks” .
This study seeks to investigate the relationship between
intellectual capital and bank‟s performance in Pakistan. A sample of
five major Islamic Banks in Pakistan had taken for the period of 2009
to 2014. Multiple regression analysis is used to show the relationship
of intellectual capital and the bank‟s performance. The results suggest
that the bank‟s performance (ROA, ROE) is positively and
significantly related to the intellectual capital of Islamic Banks in
Pakistan. The main components of intellectual capital that is structural
capital efficiency, human capital efficiency and capital employed
efficiency have significant impact on the bank‟s performance. Human
capital efficiency and capital employed efficiency show direct
association with the bank‟s performance whereas structural capital
efficiency shows no relationship with the bank‟s performance in
Pakistan. This is the first study to investigate the relationship between
the intellectual capital and bank‟s performance of Islamic Banks in
Pakistan.

By using the measures of (Value Added Intellectual Capital), the current research will seek
to test the following hypothesis:
There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the financial
performance
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2.1 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
Financial performance
2.2 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the
Financial performance
2.3 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
Financial performance

4.4 Intellectual capital and Market performance (Market performance
model):
Some researches (Edvinsson and Malone , 1997 ; Lev and Sougiannis , 1996 ;
Koenig ,2000 ; Lev , 2001 ; Skinner 2008) referred the gap between the Book value
and Market value to not considering the Intellectual capital in the Financial
statements . This gab is discovered by the percentage of Market price to Book value
(MB), which indicates that the investor is looking to the intellectual capital as source
for value while it is not reflected in the book value of the company. The studies of
(firer and Williams , 2003 ; Chen et al., 2005) indicated that if the market is efficient ,
the investor will value heavy intellectual capital companies with a high value which
is considered more able to compete other companies. The following studies test the
relationship between the intellectual capital and market value:
4.4.1

Research of (Sáenz, 2005) "Human capital indicators, business
performance and market-to-book ratio”
This research suggests a methodology to research the relationship

between IC indicators and the market‐to‐book ratio (MB). In addition, it
presents an exploratory application of that methodology in the field of
human capital (HC) and within the Spanish banking industry. In this
research, the relationships between HC, MBR and other business‟s
performance indicators are measured. Results show a clear positive
relationship between HC indicators and MBR, and almost a nonexistent
one between HC indicators and banks' efficiency and financial return. The
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highest correlations found are between, on the one hand, banks' efficiency
and financial return and, on the other hand, MBR.
4.4.2

Research of (Tseng and Goo ,2005) “Intellectual capital and
corporate value in an emerging economy: empirical research of
Taiwanese manufacturers”
This research examines the relationship between intellectual capital

and corporate value in an emerging economy. It employs an intellectual
capital perspective, resource-based view and a financial perspective. It also
investigates how to apply the concept of intellectual capital to value
creation. Corporate value is measured using three selection methods: (1)
Market/Book value, (2) Tobin'Q and (3) Value Added Intellectual
Coefficient (VAIC™). Through a questionnaire survey and secondary data
collection, this research applies the Structure Equation Model to analyze
the relationships among four constructs of intellectual capital, as well as
the relationship between intellectual capital and corporate value. From the
empirical findings, for Taiwanese manufacturers, a positive relationship
exists between intellectual capital and corporate value.
4.4.3

Research of (Wang, 2008) "Investigating market value and
intellectual capital for S&P 500"
This research investigates the relationship between IC and company

market value in the US Standard & Poor's 500 (US S&P 500) publicly
traded electronic companies from 1996 to 2005. The Ohlson model theory
was reviewed to form the research models. Secondary data were retrieved
from S&P's Compustat for quantitative analysis. When applying multiple
regressions technique to the research hypotheses, there emerges a positive
relationship between IC and market value of the company. Apparently, US
electronic companies are knowledge intensive and utilize IC to create their
market capitalization
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4.4.4

Research of ( Liu et, al. , 2009) "The incremental impact of
intellectual capital on value creation”
The purpose of this research is to examine the validity of the

Ohlson model and to explore the influence of intellectual capital (IC) on
corporate value (V) and value creation (VC) in order to develop a business
valuation model served as the managerial criterion of IC. Hypotheses are
based on current research on the Ohlson model and IC. Descriptive
statistics are used to find the data patterns. Information content and
incremental information provided by various capital sources are validated
through multiple and methodwise regression. Corporate value is measured
by both IC and financial capital (FC). The Ohlson model with FC reveals
information that is significant in corporate value. Besides, FC and IC –
mainly, innovation and human capital – contains a great deal of
incremental information in terms of V and VC.
4.4.5

Research of (Junior et, al. ,2010) “Intangible Assets and Value
Creation at Brazilian Companies: An Application for the
Brazilian Textile Manufacturing Sector “
This research investigates the relationship between intellectual

capital and value creation in the Textile Manufacturing Sector in Brazil.
Through the access of the database from the Annual Industrial Research
conducted by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics, 644
observations were gathered from 2000 to 2006, with more than 100
employees to achieve the goal of the research. Intellectual capital was
considered as defined by Ante Pulic including human capital and structural
capital. For the analysis of business performance, Pulic‟s VAIC index was
used as a measure of efficiency of the employed financial and intellectual
capital. The results of the research, obtained through panel data analysis
and through the use of static models, support the hypotheses that the
intellectual capital of the companies, in its flow and stock dimensions, is
positively and significantly related to value creation.
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4.4.6

Research of (Rahman, 2012) , “The Role of Intellectual Capital in
Determining Differences between Stock Market and Financial
performance “
This research empirically examines the role of intellectual capital

(IC) in determining market value and financial performance of
organizations by taking a sample of 100 UK firms listed on the London
Stock Exchange (LSE) from three industries--banking, automobile and
high-tech using financial data for the year 2009. The research used Pulic's
(1998, 2000, 2002, 2004) framework of Value Added Intellectual
Coefficient (VAIC) to measure intellectual capital components. Credit
rating Qui Score was used as a control variable to measure the impact of IC
on firm's stock market and financial performance. The empirical results
confirmed that greater IC efficiency leads to better financial performance
although no strong evidence could be established regarding the relationship
between IC and stock market performance. Human capital was identified as
the most significant contributor of IC in a firm.
4.4.7

Research of (Rahman and Ahmed , 2012 ) “ Intellectual Capital
Efficiency: Evidence from Bangladesh “
The research investigates associations, first, between a firm‟s

intellectual capital and market value, and second, between a firm‟s
intellectual capital and financial performance in the context of Bangladeshi
companies selected from three different industries - banking, textiles, and
pharmaceuticals. This was investigated through applying Ante Pulic‟s
(1998) framework of Value Added Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC).
Findings from this research should assist to determine if Bangladeshi firms
appear to continue relying on traditional resources for wealth creation, or if
they are shifting towards a greater reliance on intellectual capital factors of
production in determining profitability and market valuation.
4.4.8

Research of (Farhad , et. al, 2015)” Impact of intellectual capital
on cost of capital and market value”
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This research is conducted to investigate the relationship between
intellectual capital and cost of financing and the market value of listed
companies in Tehran Stock Exchange for an eight year period from 2005 to
2012 and to evaluate the data of 84 firms. To measure intellectual capital,
the value added intellectual capital coefficient, value added intellectual
capital, and value added capital applied were used. Applying these criteria
is the most commonly used method for intellectual capital measurement.
To analyze the collected data, Pearson correlation method, unvaried and
multivariate regression models, and Z test of Wang were utilized. The
results of this work showed that the value added capital applied, value
added intellectual capital, and value added intellectual coefficient have an
inverse effect on weighted average cost of capital but do not affect market
value.
By using the measures of VAIC, the current research will seek to test the following
hypothesis:
There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAIC and the Market
performance
3.1 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the Market
performance
3.2 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the Market
performance
3.3 There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the Market
performance

4.5 Intellectual capital and performance (economic, financial and market):
As noticed from previous studies, some studies handled a specific area of performance
(economic, financial or market). The following studies measure the relationship
between IC efficiency and the three types of performance.
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4.5.1

Research of (Zeghal and Malloul , 2010) "Analyzing value added
as an indicator of intellectual capital and its consequences on
company performance”
This research aims to analyze the role of value added (VA) as an

indicator of intellectual capital (IC), and its impact on the firm's economic,
financial and stock market performance. The value added intellectual
coefficient (VAIC™) method is used on 300 UK companies divided into
three groups of industries: high‐tech, traditional and services. Data
required to calculate VAIC™ method were obtained from the “Value
Added Scoreboard” provided by the UK Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI). Empirical analysis is conducted using correlation and linear
multiple regression analysis. The results of this research show that
companies' IC has a positive impact on economic and financial
performance. However, the association between IC and stock market
performance is only significant for high‐tech industries. The results also
indicate that capital employed remains a major determinant of financial and
stock market performance although it has a negative impact on economic
performance.
4.5.2

Research of (Al quality, 2013) , “ Using Value Added As A
Measure of Intellectual Capital Efficiency And Its Effect On The
Economic, Financial And Market Performance : An Empirical
Research “
This research aims to investigate the relationship between the

intellectual capital efficiency and economic, financial and market
performance .The value added intellectual coefficient (VAIC™) method is
used on 50 companies divided into three groups of sectors: industry, banks
and financial services and telecommunication. Empirical analysis is
conducted using correlation and linear multiple regression analysis. The
Findings of this research show that IC and his components especially
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human capital play an important role in creating an added value for
companies listed at the Egyptian exchange market. In addition there is a
significant positive relationship between VAIC and economic, financial
and market performance at the level of sample and at the level of sector.
4.5.3

Research of (Soheyle et, al. , 2014) “ The Relationship between
Components of Intellectual Capital and Performance of Yazd Tile
Companies”
The purpose of this research was to determine the components of

intellectual capital and investigate their relations with Yazd Tile Company.
Variables of human capital, structural capital and relational capital as
independent variables and productivity, profitability and market value as
dependent variables were used to form the research model called company
performance. Research method of the present research is practical in terms
of purpose and it is based on descriptive correlation method. In this
research, questionnaire and data survey methods were used for data
collection. Statistical population of this research was Yazd Tile Factories
selected using a simple random sampling method. 55 acceptable
questionnaires were collected and analyzed using LIZREL software and
structural equation modeling was conducted. The results of this research
indicate that intellectual capital in general has a direct and significant
relationship with performance

4.6 Comments on the previous studies :
It is found out from the previous studies that company‟s performance doesn‟t
depend only on the size of investment in the financial, tangible and intangible
resources, but also it depends on the ability of those resources to create an added
value. Most of the studies and researches performed at this area has revealed that
there is a significant relationship between IC and company performance( economic ,
Financial or market) and IC is considered one of the most variables that affect
investors decisions (FengGu and Baruch lev,2003 ; Lev, B.,2004 ; , Nakmura, 2004 ;
Wang and Chang ,2005 ; Bollen et. al, 2005 ; Bismuth and Tojo ,2008 ; Zeghal and
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Malloul,2010 ;Chen et. al, 2005 ; Yalama and Coskun , 2007 ; Tan et. al, 2007 ;
Sarmadi ,2013 ; Tseng and Goo , 2005; Wang ,2008 ; Liu ,2009 ; Junior et.al, 2010 ;
Rahman,2012; Yalma and Coskun,2007 ) .Other studies reach to a varied results
regarding relationship between IC and different type of performance like (Gosh and
Mandal ,2009).
Maditinos et al., (2011) found that human capital Efficiency has significant
relationship with financial performance (ROA). So, investment on human capital is
more returnable as compare to SC and CE (Rehman et al., 2011; Kamath, 2008). As a
result, companies are conducting a substantive investment and paying more interest
on HC to upgrade the stock of HC through employee training and knowledge sharing.
Therefore, human capital is more significant and vital than structural and physical
assets (Kamath 2008). Furthermore, HCE is the most significant variable and it has
positive and significant association with both profitability and productivity of
pharmaceutical industry of India. Diez et al., (2010) reached to a statistical significant
and positive relationship between IC efficiency and increased value creation (sales
growth) in Spanish firms where human and structural capital is positively associated
with sales growth.
This research is different from previous studies as it is the first research conducted at
the Palestinian environment where it replicates VAIC method in the case of
Palestinian companies. It provides valuable insights about companies performance in
an emerging economy and into the association between IC and performance
(Economically, financially and market). Furthermore, it handled different sectors
unlike other researchers that handled one industry or one sector. It enriches both IC
and management literature with new empirical evidence and provides a basis for
comparison with other studies.

4.7 conclusion :
At this chapter, the previous studies were summarized. They were divided into four
divisions. Firstly studies related to the economic performance alone. Secondly,
studies related to the financial performance alone. Thirdly, studies related to the
market performance alone. Finally, studies gathering between the three types of
performance .
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Chapter 5
Research Methodology
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5.1 Introduction
To achieve the research objective; “to use value added as a measure for Intellectual
capital efficiency to evaluate the impact of intellectual capital on the economic, financial
and market performance “and to answer the previously asked question in the
introduction, this section contains the following methodological procedures:

5.2 sample and population :
The population of the research consists of companies listed in PEX market which
are traded stably through (2008-2013). The effect of IC could be different on the
economic, financial and market performance because of the different industry
(abdolmohammadi,2005 ; Tan et al., 2007) .That‟s why it was suggested by (OCED,
2006) to apply specific industrial standards consider the different effect of IC in
different industrial sectors (Zeghal and Malloul,2010) . Unlike the previous studies that
handled one industry or one sector, the sample of the current research contain companies
with IC that belong to different industries. The chosen companies will be distributed on
different sectors where IC play a role in creating value to increase the possibility of
generalizing the results of the research on companies listed on PEX market .
The sample contains 14 companies listed on PEX which are traded stably through
(2008-2013) and belong to the following sectors : Banks and financial services sector (
companies that work on Banks and Financial services , characterized with intensive
knowledge , quick and changing improvement in technology , product life cycle is
short , unsteady market , flexible income ordering and high degree of risk ) . Investment
sector (companies that has unstable market, sensitive to changes in economy ) ,
services sector ( companies that provide different services ,characterized with stability
in demand ,less sensitive to changes in economy and depend on high efficient Human
resources ) .
Table (5.1) clarifies the distribution of the sample according to the sectors and
percentage of each sector to the whole sample.
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Table (5.1) sample distribution according to sectors
sector

Number

Percentage

Banks and Financial services

7

50%

Investments

3

21.4%

Services

4

28.6%

Total

14

100 %

The sample has been reached after eliminating many companies from the preliminary
sample, where the following conditions do not exist:
(1) The company should be traded at PEX through the period (2008-2013).
(2) The financial statements and annual reports available for the period (2008-2013).
(3) No negative values for the book value of the owners‟ equity.
According to the previous conditions, Insurance sector was totally eliminated as it doesn‟t
consider IC at its financial statements. Also; all companies at the industry sector except
“Pharmacare” company don‟t consider IC. Pharmacare Company was eliminated as its
information is not completely available. The following companies were considered in the
sample:


At the banks and financial services sector 7 out of 9 companies.



At the investment sector 3 out of 8 companies.



At the service sector 4 companies out of 13 companies.

The data obtained from reports, annual financial statements and disclosures are the main
sources to test research hypotheses .The research obtained the needed information from the
sites and parties interested in publishing the reports and financial statements for the
companies listed in PEX Like (Mubasher Info) and (pex.ps).
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5.3 Statistical methods used to analyze data
For the purpose of statistical description and analysis that is required to achieve the
research objectives and to reach to a decision to accept or reject the hypotheses at a
significant level of 5%. The research used panel data statistical techniques because the
data have 3 sectors, namely (Banks and financial services, Investment and Services)
over the period 2008-2013. The following methods and statistical indicators were used:


Descriptive statistical analysis is performed to obtain general readings for the
research variables using descriptive statistical tools and the most important
arithmetic means, standard deviations and percentages.



The research depends on (F-Test) through variance analysis (ANOVA) to
judge the suitability of the suggested models to measure the efficiency of IC
and its impact on the economic , financial and market performance for
companies . SPSS is used for ANOVA test



Using (Adjusted R square) to judge the explanatory ability for the research
models.



Analyze the correlation between research variables by finding (Pearson
Correlation) before analyzing the results of the application of regression
equations to know the degree of correlation between dependent and
independent variables. Also, to ignore the problem of multiple linear
correlation between independent variables and the inaccuracy in research
results.



Apply the multiple linear regressions to research and analyze the role of value
added as a measure to IC efficiency to evaluate the impact of IC on economic,
financial and market performance for companies listed in Palestinian stock
exchange market. EViews 7.0 is used to analyze the regression models.

5.4 Research variables and their measurement:
The economic , financial and market performance for companies listed in PEX are
considered as the dependent variables , while the efficiency of IC by using the VAIC is
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considered as the independent variable . The following is a clarification for how to measure
the independent and dependent variables:
5.4.1

Dependent variables:

The research focuses on measuring the dependent variables which are represented in
the economic, financial and Market performance for companies listed in Palestinian
stock exchange market through three measures:
1. Operating profit Margin (OPM): net operating Income/ net sales. It is used as
measure for the economic performance (lev, 2004; Wang and Chang, 2005;
Zeghal and Maaloul, 2010; ٍانقهُط, 2013).
2. Return On Assets: net profit / total assets .it is used as a measure for the
financial performance (Chen et al, .2005; shiu, 2006; Maditinos et al., 2011; Pal
and soriya, 2012; ٍانقهُط, 2013).
3. Market Value to Book value (MB): market stock price / stock book value. it is
used as a measure for the Market performance (Tseng and Goo,2005; Ghosh
and Mondal,2009; Maditinos et al.,2011 ; ٍ انقهُط,2013)

5.4.2

Independent variables:

This research depends on the “Value Added Intellectual Coefficient “to measure the
independent variables (pulic, 1998, 2004) which is referred to as (VAIC). The
VAIC consist of the following indicators that are used to judge the efficiency of
value added for all the resources in the company. The following are the variables
that will be included in the suggested models in this research:
1.

Value Added Human Capital Coefficient (VAHU): measures the efficiency of
the value added for the Human capital .It is calculated as follow :
VAHU= VA/HC

2.

Structural capital Value Added Coefficient (STVA): measures the efficiency of
the value added for the structural capital. it is calculated as follow :
STVA= SC/VA
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3.

Value Added Capital Coefficient (VACA): measures the efficiency of the value
added

for

the

capital

employed.

it

is

calculated

as

follow

:

VACA= VA/CA
4.

Value Added Intellectual coefficient (VAIC): measures the efficiency of the
value added for all the resources used in the company. it is calculated as follow:
VAIC = VAHU + STVA + VACA

5.4.3

Controlling Variables :

The research uses the size of the company and leverage percentage as controlling
variables which control the extent of impact of these variables on the economic,
financial and market performance of companies. Some researches clarify that those
variables may affect the performance of companies ( Riahi-Belkaoui,2003 ; Zeghal
and Maaloul , 2010 ; Rahman ,2012) . Those variables will be measured as follow:
1. Company size: it will be calculated through the normal logarithm for total assets.
2. Leverage percentage : it is calculated through percentage of total current and long
term liabilities to total assets

5.5 Research models :
The current research seeks to test the relationship between the efficiency of
Intellectual capital and the economic, financial, market performance (dependent
Variables) using VAIC measures (Independent Variables) through three suggested
models:
1. Economic performance model.
2. Financial performance model.
3. Market performance model.
Multiple regression models- that is used to research and analyze the role of value
added as a measure for the efficiency of intellectual capital to evaluate the impact of
IC on the Economic , Financial and Market – is represented through the following
models :
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Model (1) : economic performance model :

First Method: OPM = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Lev +ε
Second Method: OPM = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Lev +ε


Model (2) : Financial performance model :

First Method: ROA = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Lev +ε
Second Method: ROA = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Lev +ε


Model (3) : Market performance model :

First Method: MB= β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Lev +ε
Second Method: MB = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Lev +ε
Where :
OPM = Operating Profit Margin (OPM = Operating Income /net sales ).
ROA = Return on Assets (ROA = Net income / total assets).
MB = Market price to Book value (MB = Market price/ Book value).
β0 = equation constant.
β1 to β5 = regression factor for each one of the dependent variables used in building the
model .
VAIC = Value added Intellectual Coefficient .
VAHU = Value added Human capital Coefficient .
STVA = structural capital Value added Coefficient.
Size = Company size.
Lev= Leverage percentage.
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ε = represent Error.

5.6 conclusion :
The current chapter handled the methodological procedures, sample and population and
their distribution according to sectors, statistical methods and variables and their
measurement. Three main models were used to achieve the objective of the research
(economic, financial and market).
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Chapter 6
Hypothesis Testing “Analysis” Results
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6.1Introduction
This chapter submits the findings for research main and sub-hypothesis , to find
the relationship between VAIC and economic , financial and market performance for
companies listed at Palestinian exchange . The results of the analysis are according to
the level of sample and sectors.

6.2Descriptive statistics for research variables:
Table (6.1) shows the statistical description for the research variables, where the
mean for the Market/Book value ratio for the period from 2008-2013 is (.007) for banks
and financial services sector, (.028) for investment sectors and (.056) for the services
sector. The ratio is used as a measurement for the market performance and it reflects a
very small gab between the book value and market value. Considering the IC in the
company‟s financial statements may be the reason.
The means for VAHU for the sectors are (1.310), (1.765) and (2.386) respectively,
the means for STVA for the sectors are (.150), (.505) and (.290) respectively and the
means for VACA for the sectors are (.021), (.024) and (.189) respectively. This indicates
that companies included in the sample through period from 2008-2013 are more
effective in creating value added through the IC Coefficient (VAIN) in comparison to the
capital employed(VACA) , this result support what is reached by (Zeghal and Maaloul ,
2010 ; Maditinos et al.,2011 ; Rahman,2012 ; ٍانقهُط,2013 ).
As indicated in table (6.1), the mean for the (VAHU) is higher than the mean for
(STVA) and (VACA) at all sectors. This means that companies included at the sample
depend more on human capital in creating value than other IC components.
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Table (6.1): Descriptive analysis for Dependent and Independent Variables

Mean

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

variables

ROA
OPM
MB
VAIC
size
leverage
VAHU
STVA
VACA

Services

Investments

Banks

Services

Investments

Banks

Services

Investments

Banks

Services

Investments

Banks

0.056

0.028

0.007

0.073

0.029

0.011

-0.173

-0.036

-0.033

0.193

0.073

0.023

0.162

-0.020

0.101

0.140

0.529

0.236

-0.154

-1.139

-0.692

0.343

0.843

0.478

1.064

0.599

1.025

0.439

0.132

0.447

0.482

0.360

0.592

1.954

0.872

2.486

2.865

2.294

1.481

3.422

3.243

1.055

-1.554

-2.651

-2.108

17.812

7.932

3.876

7.791

8.210

8.551

0.786

0.492

0.324

6.783

7.615

8.000

8.973

8.908

9.371

0.385

0.194

0.688

0.111

0.132

0.236

0.245

0.029

0.276

0.623

0.359

0.896

2.386

1.765

1.310

3.128

2.352

0.626

0.339

-1.828

-0.663

16.647

6.668

3.151

0.290

0.505

0.150

0.550

2.262

0.690

-1.948

-2.911

-2.407

0.940

8.075

2.508

0.189

0.024

0.021

0.100

0.030

0.009

0.051

-0.034

-0.009

0.358

0.080

0.042
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The One- Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used to examine if there is a statistical
significant difference between several means for (VAHU, STVA and VACA) factors.
Table (6.2): ANOVA Analysis
Mean
Variables Services Investments Banks F

Sig.

VAHU

2.386

1.765

1.310

2.144

0.124

STVA

0.290

0.505

0.150

0.572

0.567

VACA

0.189

0.024

0.021

77.585 0.000*

* The mean difference is significant at the level 0.05
The ANOVA analysis in table (6.2) shows that there is a difference between the means of
VAHU, STVA and VACA. The (p. value) is significant at the level .05 at the capital
employed only (VACA). This result is different from the increasing importance of IC as a
main source for creating value added and achieving a competitive advantage. This could
be explained as there is no sufficient awareness for the efficient use of IC.
At the IC components level, it is founded that all sectors depend mainly on the human
capital in creating value, as the mean of the VAHU is greater than the mean of STVA and
VACA at the three sectors.

6.3 Correlation analysis between research variables
Table (6.3) shows the results of Pearson correlation matrix, which objects to
get preliminary indicators for each relation between the explanatory variables each
alone and with the dependent variables, and to avoid the problem of multiple linear
regression between the independent variables.
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Table (6.3): Correlation Matrix Results
Variables
VAIC

size

leverage

VAHU

STVA

VACA

Pearson Correlation P-value (Sig.)
ROA

0.486

0.000*

OPM

0.531

0.000*

MB

0.269

0.007*

ROA

0.172

0.059

OPM

0.387

0.000*

MB

0.523

0.000*

ROA

-0.336

0.001*

OPM

0.175

0.056

MB

0.371

0.000*

ROA

0.443

0.000*

OPM

0.567

0.000*

MB

0.292

0.004*

ROA

0.208

0.029*

OPM

0.114

0.151

MB

0.039

0.361

ROA

0.674

0.000*

OPM

0.335

0.001*

MB

0.312

0.002*

* The correlation is significant at the level 0.05
The results show the significant of the correlation between most of the research variables,
for example:
 There is a significant ,direct and (weak) correlation between VAIC and ROA and
MB and a significant, direct (Medium) correlation with OPM where the values
of correlations reached respectively (48.6%) , (26.9%) and (53.1%).
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 There is a significant, direct and (weak) correlation between VAHU and ROA and
MB and a significant, direct (Medium) correlation with OPM where the values
of correlations reached respectively ( 44.3%) , (29.2%) and (56.7%).
 There is a significant, direct and (weak) correlation between STVA and ROA,
OPM and MB where the values of correlations reached respectively (20.8%),
(11.4%) and (3.9%).
 There is a significant, direct and (weak) correlation between VACA and OPM and
MB and a significant, direct (Medium) correlation with ROA where the values
of correlations reached respectively ( 33.5%) , (31.2%) and (67.4%).
Kennedy (1985) indicated that the multiple linear correlation is considered a serious
problem if the correlation between explanatory variables reached 80 % , the results of
pearson Matrix didn‟t show the problem of multiple linear correlation between the
independent variables as the highest correlation reached 67.4 % which is between
VACA and ROA .

6.4 Results for multiple regression model
6.4.1 Model (1) :economic performance model :
This model seeks to test the relationship between IC efficiency and the company‟s
economic performance by using the measures of “VAIC “method. It uses
Operating Profit Margin (OPM) as a measurement for the economic performance
for the sample. The first model takes the following methods:
 First method : testing the relationship between VAIC and companies
economic performance
OPM = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
By using the multiple linear regression model to estimate the ability of
independent variables to explain the change in the dependent variable, table (6.4)
clarify the results of multiple linear regression model to test the relationship
between VAIC and economic performance according to the sample as a whole
and according to the sectors.
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The Analysis of Variance for the regression model shows that F is (8.25)
for the sample, (309.81) for the banks and financial services sector, (9.77) for the
Investment sector and (12.98) for the services sector. The adjusted coefficient of
determination (R-Square) for the sample is (0.5831); this means 58.31 % of the
variability in dependent variable OPM is explained by all of the independent
variables together, VAIC, Size, and leverage. In the banks and financial services
sector 98.91 % of the variability in dependent variable OPM is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the Investment
sector 72.07 % of the variability in dependent variable OPM is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the service
sector 75.75 % of the variability in dependent variable OPM is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. Therefore, the
explaining ability in the banks and financial services sector is high in comparison
with other sectors. This could be due to the awareness of model variables at banks
and financial services sector.
Table (6.4) clarify that there is a significant positive effect of

the

variable VAIC on OPM for the whole sample at a significance level 5% . This
indicates that the independent variable VAIC has a positive effect and is
statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable (OPM).
This means that any increase in the value of VAIC will improve the economic
performance for companies included in the sample. The increase in the value of
VAIC is an evidence for the efficiency of using intellectual and physical capital.
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Table (6.4): The Regression Analysis for First Method: OPM

Model

Model (1) first method OPM = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
Banks and Financial
sample
services sector
T-Statistic

Prob.

0.42

VAIC

0.05

0.01

4.75

0.000*

0.23

0.01

37.64

Size

0.65

0.25

2.58

0.012*

0.01

0.05

-0.32

0.49

-0.66

0.51

-0.04

0.23

Constant
Adj.
R2
F

0.58

-1.74

0.11

-4.39

2.01

-2.19

0.04

0.000* 0.06

0.03

1.98

0.035*

0.01

0.01

1.10

0.29

0.10

0.92

2.41

1.40

1.71

0.11

0.62

0.27

2.31

0.034*

-0.19

0.85

-0.05

1.08

-0.04

0.97

-0.68

0.28

-2.45

0.0254*

-19.90

0.99

8.25, P-value (Sig.) = 0.000

Std. Error

11.44

Coefficient

Prob.

Std. Error

-0.83

T-Statistic

Coefficient

0.29

Std. Error

Prob.

-0.24

Coefficient

T-Statistic

0.01

Prob.

Std. Error

-2.65

Services sector

T-Statistic

Coefficient

1.97

Variable

-5.22

Lev

Investment sector

0.72

309.81, P-value (Sig.) = 0.000000

9.78, P-value (Sig.) = 0.000653

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 level
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0.76
12.98, P-value (Sig.) = 0.000016

According to the previous analysis, hypothesis (1) - there is a significant
positive relationship between VAIC and the economic performance- is
accepted. This result has an agreement with other previous studies like (Casta ET,
al., 2008; Bismuth and Tojo, 2008; Zeghal and Maaloul, 2010; ٍانقهُط, 2013).
Those studies assure that the improvement in company‟s economic performance
is related to the efficiency of Intellectual and physical Capital. Moreover,
achieving a distinguished and continuous economic performance depends on the
ability of these resources to create a value added.
According to the sectors as indicated in table (6.4), the results indicate that
there is a significant positive effect of the variable VAIC on OPM for Banks
and Financial service and investments sectors at significance level 5%.
Furthermore, it indicates an insignificant positive effect of the variable VAIC
on OPM at service sector. This reflects that the independent variable VAIC has a
positive effect and is statistically significant in explaining the effects on the
dependent variable “economic performance” (OPM) at (Banks and Financial
service and investments) sectors . As noticed, there is no difference in the results
of the testing the effect of VAIC on the economic performance between the whole
sample and Banks and financial service and investment sectors.
For the controlling variables, the analysis results as in table (6.4) indicate
that there is a significant positive effect of the variable Size on OPM at the
sample as a whole and at service sector while, insignificant positive effect found
at the banks and financial services ,investments sectors. As indicated, the full and
optimal utilization for the available resources in the service sector leads to
decrease the operating costs and improve the economic performance.
As shown in table (6.4), there is insignificant negative effect of the
variable Leverage on OPM at the sample as a whole, Banks and Financial
service and investments sectors and a significant negative effect at the service
sector. This indicates that high leverage and risk degree will reflect the economic
performance negatively at the service sector.
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 second method : testing the relationship between components of VAIC and
companies economic performance
OPM = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε

The second method of the first model tests the relationship between
components of VAIC (VAHU, STVA and VACA) and the economic performance
for the whole sample and for the sectors. By using the multiple linear regression
model to estimate the ability of independent variables to explain the change in the
dependent variable, table (6.5) clarify the results of multiple linear regression
model to test the relationship between components of VAIC and economic
performance according to the whole sample and sectors. The Analysis of Variance
for the regression model shows that F is (10.69) for the sample, (58.996) for the
banks and financial services sector, (8.76) for the Investment sector and (37.26)
for the services sector.
The results of estimating the suggested model according to the value of the
adjusted coefficient of determination (R-Square) indicated that the independent
variables explain (67.76 %) of changes happened at the sample‟s economic
performance through the (OPM) and help in explaining (93.96%)of changes
happened at the economic performance in the banks and financial services sector,
and help in explaining (76.15%)of changes happened at the economic
performance in the investment sector and help in explaining (92.65%)of changes
happened at the economic performance in the service sector. Therefore, the
explaining ability in the banks and financial services and services sector is high in
comparison with investment sector. The reason may due to the awareness of
companies at those sectors of model elements.
Table (6.5) clarify that there is a significant positive effect of the
variable VAHU on OPM for the whole sample at significance level 5% .This
indicates that the independent variable (VAHU) has a positive effect, and it is
statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable
“economic performance” (OPM).
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Table (6.5): The Regression Analysis for second Method: OPM
Model (1) second method OPM = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε
Mode

Banks and Financial
sample

Investment sector

Services sector
T-Statistic

-1.11

0.29

-1.50

1.22

-1.23

0.24

0.05

0.01

4.59

0.00*

0.17

0.05

3.64

0.00*

0.22

0.11

1.97

0.0384*

0.01

0.00

2.79

0.01*

0.03

0.02

1.82

0.04*

0.03

0.02

1.79

0.05*

0.03

0.03

0.86

0.41

0.04

0.03

1.23

0.24

4.07

0.86

4.71

0.00*

13.10

3.29

3.98

0.00*

-8.43

8.77

-0.96

0.36

1.40

0.30

4.61

0.00*

Prob.

11.38

Coefficient

-12.60

Prob.

0.03

Prob.

Std. Error

T-Statistic

-2.33

VAIC

Std. Error

0.74

Coefficient

Std. Error

-1.73

Size

T-Statistic

Coefficient

0.03

Prob.

Coefficient

-2.18

Lev

T-Statistic

Variable
Constant

1.76

Adj.
R2

-3.84

F

Std. Error

l

services sector

0.68

0.94

0.76

0.93

F= 10.69,

F= 58.996,

F= 8.76,

F= 37.26,

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.001402

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000000

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 levels
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Table (6.5) also clarifies that there is a significant positive effect of the
variable STVA on OPM for the whole sample at significance level 5% .This
means that the independent variable structural capital value added (STVA) has a
positive effect and is statistically significant in explaining the effects in the
dependent variable “economic performance” (OPM) . The results also show that
there is a significant positive effect of the variable VACA on OPM for the
whole sample at significance level 5% .This indicates that the independent
variable value added capital assets (VACA) has a positive effect , and it is
statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable
“economic performance” (OPM).
previous results confirmed that the human capital, structural capital and
capital assets play an important role in decreasing operation costs or increase the
(OPM) then improving the economic performance the sample. The increase of the
value of VAIC indicates the efficiency of using intellectual and physical capital.
This will support accepting the following sub-hypothesis:
1.1. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
economic performance
1.2. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the
economic performance
1.3. There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
economic performance
This result is a little bit different from the results of (Wang and Chang,
2005), where the research indicates that the human capital doesn‟t affects the
economic performance. However; Research of (Zeghal and Maaloul, 2010)
indicates that there is a positive relationship between human capital and
company‟s economic performance but a negative relationship between capital
assets and the company‟s economic performance. The research result agrees with
other previous studies like (Lev , 2004 ; Nakamura , 2004; Casta et al.,2008 ;
ٍانقهُط,2013 ) .They confirmed that the efficiency of IC next to physical capital
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and their ability to create a value added ,will affect the economic performance
positively .
According to the sectors as indicated in table (6.5), the results of testing the
relationship between components of VAIC and economic performance (OPM)
indicate that there is a significant positive effect of the variable VAHU on
OPM for all sectors at a significance level 5%. This indicates that the independent
variable VAHU has a positive effect, and it is statistically significant in
explaining the effects in the dependent variable “economic performance” (OPM).
Investment in IC especially human capital has a big appreciation from companies
to improve their economic performance and reinforce the ability of the company
to create a value added. Efficient investment in the human capital will affect the
economic performance positively in the sample as a whole and in all sectors.
Table (6.5) clarify that there is a significant positive effect of

the

variable STVA on OPM at significance level 5% at the Banks and financial
services sector and insignificant positive effect at the investments and service
sectors at significance level 5%. This indicates that the structural capital doesn‟t
affect the economic performance at the investments and services sectors, and the
biggest effect is referred to the human capital. The lack of interest in structural
capital and lack of awareness of its ability to affect the economic performance at
those sectors are the reasons behind this result. As shown in the results, the
components of the intellectual capital (Human and structural capital) play an
important role in affecting the economic performance at the Banks and financial
services sector. The IC at this sector is considered the most affecting assets on the
economic performance .It represent a vital and able element to make fundamental
modifications to the organization‟s businesses at this sector. In addition, it
submits new ideas and Successive innovation that enable the organization from
achieving high level of performance in comparison with other identical
organizations.
The results of statistical analysis at table (6.5) show that there is a
significant positive effect of the variable VACA on OPM at the banks and
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financial services and services sectors and show an insignificant negative effect
at the investment sector .They confirmed the importance of direct effect of the
capital asset on the economic performance at the banks and financial services and
services sector. Also, the capital assets got a big appreciation from those
companies to improve their economic performance. They also confirmed that
companies at the investment sector seek to improve their economic performance
through the efficient use of intellectual resources and make less effort to the
capital assets. Subsequently, capital assets doesn‟t have a big appreciation to
reinforce the economic performance, there is a lack of interest in capital assets
and insufficient awareness to the ability of capital assets to affect economic
performance at the investment sector . Generally, the research results confirmed
that the efficiency of the components of IC play an important role in improving
the economic performance for the investment sector.
For the controlling variables, the analysis results as in table (6.5) indicate
that there is a significant positive effect of the variable Size on OPM at the
whole sample and at banks and financial services sectorand insignificant positive
effect at the investments and services sectors. As indicated, the full and optimal
utilization for the available resources in the Banks and financial services sector
leads to decrease the operating costs and improve the economic performance at
this sector.
As shown in table (6.5), there is an insignificant negative effect of the
variable Leverage on OPM at the whole sample and service sector, a significant
positive effect at Banks and Financial service and an insignificant positive effect
at the investment sector.

6.4.2 Model (2): Financial performance model:
This model seeks to test the relationship between Intellectual capital efficiency
and the company‟s financial performance by using the measures of “Value added
Intellectual capital “method. It uses (ROA) Return on assets as a measurement to
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the financial performance for companies included in the research. The first model
takes the following methods:
 First method : testing the relationship between VAIC and companies
financial performance
ROA = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
By using the multiple linear regression model to estimate the ability of the
independent variables to explain the change in the dependent variable, table (6.6)
clarify the results of multiple linear regression model to test the relationship
between VAIC and financial performance according to the whole sample and
sectors.The Analysis of Variance for the regression model shows that F is (10.20)
for the sample, (5.09) for the banks and financial services sector, (7.34) for the
Investment sector and (8.255) for the services sector. The adjusted coefficient of
determination (R-Square) for the sample is (0.64); this means 63.96 % of the
variability in dependent variable ROA is explained by all of the independent
variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the banks and financial services
sector 47.28% of the variability in dependent variable ROA is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the Investment
sector 80.14 % of the variability in dependent variable ROA is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the service
sector 72.77 % of the variability in dependent variable ROA is explained by all of
the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. This indicates the
high explaining ability of the model from the investment and services sectors in
comparison to the banks and financial services.
Table (6.6) clarify that there is insignificant positive effect of

the

variable VAIC on ROA for the whole sample at significance level 5% .This
indicates that the independent variable VAIC is statistically insignificant in
explaining the effects in the dependent variable “Financial performance” (ROA)
.According to the previous analysis , hypothesis (2) - there is a significant
positive relationship between VAIC and the Financial performance- is
rejected.
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Model (2) first method ROA = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
Banks and Financial
sample
services sector

Investment sector

Services sector
T-Statistic

0.78

-0.77

0.49

-5.98

11.61

-0.52

0.62

0.00

0.00

1.35

0.18

0.00

0.00

2.02

0.0261*

0.00

0.00

0.73

0.51

0.00

0.00

0.41

0.69

0.03

0.04

0.84

0.40

0.00

0.01

0.32

0.75

0.07

0.10

0.77

0.48

0.96

0.39

2.48

0.03

-0.08

0.07

-1.21

0.23

0.13

0.06

2.16

0.0193*

0.10

0.02

4.01

0.0160*

-1.12

0.19

-6.03

0.0001*

Prob.

Std. Error

-0.60

Coefficient

0.22

Prob.

Std. Error

-1.26

VAIC

T-Statistic

Coefficient

0.10

Prob.

Std. Error

-0.12

Size

T-Statistic

Coefficient

0.51

Prob.

Coefficient

-0.66

Lev

T-Statistic

Variable
Constant

0.28

Adj.
R2

-0.18

F

Std. Error

l

Mode

Table (6.6): The Regression Analysis for First Method: ROA

0.64

0.47

0.80

0.73

F= 10.20,

F= 5.09,

F= 7.34,

F= 8.25,

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000272

P-value (Sig.) = 0.036334

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000866

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 level
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This result has a disagreement with the results of some previous studies like
(Zeghal and Maaloul , 2010; Clarke t al.,2011 ; Alipour,2012 ; Pal and Soriya ,2012;Al
quality,2013) . Those studies assure that the improvement in the company‟s Financial
performance is related to the efficiency of Intellectual and physical Capital. Also, they
assured that achieving a distinguished and continuous financial performance depends on
the ability of those resources to create a value added and to affect the financial
performance positively.
According to the sectors as indicated in table (6.6), the results of testing the
relationship between VAIC and financial performance (ROA) indicates that there is a
significant positive effect of the variable VAIC on ROA for Banks and Financial
service at significance level 5% . Also, they show insignificant positive effect at service
and investments sectors. This indicates that the independent

variable VAIC has a

positive effect and is statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent
variable “Financial performance” (ROA) only at Banks and Financial service sector .
For the controlling variables, the analysis results at table (6.6) indicate that there
is insignificant positive effect of the variable Size on ROA at the whole sample and at
banks and financial service and investment sectors and significant positive effect of the
variable Size on ROA at services sector .As indicated, the full and optimal utilization for
the available resources in the service sector leads to decrease the operating costs and
improve the Financial performance at this sector.
As shown in table (6.6), there is an insignificant positive effect of the variable
Leverage on ROA at the whole sample and a significant positive effect at the banks and
financial service and investment sector and a significant negative effect at the service
sector, which indicate that high leverage and risk degree will be reflected negatively on
the financial performance at the service sector only.
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 second method : testing the relationship between components of VAIC and
companies financial performance
ROA = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε
By using the multiple linear regression model to estimate the ability of
independent variables to explain the change in the dependent variable, table (6.7) clarify
the results of multiple linear regression model to test the relationship between
components of VAIC and financial

performance according to the whole sample and

sectors.The Analysis of Variance for the regression model shows that F is (13.05) for the
sample, (13.31) for the banks and financial services sector, (2.58) for the Investment
sector and (39.68) for the services sector.
The results of estimating the suggested model according to the value of the
adjusted coefficient of determination (R-Square) indicated that the independent variables
explain (72.32 %) of changes happened at the sample‟s financial performance through
the Return on assets (ROA) and help in explaining (81.28 % )of changes happened at the
financial performance in the banks and financial services sector , (39.48 % )of changes
happened at the financial performance in the investment sector and (93.08 % )of changes
happened at the financial performance in the service sector. This indicates the high
explaining ability to the model in the services sector in comparison to the investment
sector and banks and financial services sector.
Table (6.7) clarify that there is an insignificant positive effect of the variables
VAHU and STVA on ROA for the whole sample at significance level 5% . This
indicate that the independent variables value added human capital (VAHU) and
Structural capital value added (STVA) are statistically insignificant in explaining the
effects in the dependent variable “financial al performance” (ROA).
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Table (6.7): The Regression Analysis for second Method: ROA

Banks and Financial

Std. Error

-0.58

0.57

1.70

0.62

2.77

0.01

0.00

0.00

1.50

0.14

-0.01

0.00 -1.80

0.0426* -0.02

0.01

-2.35

0.0202* 0.00

0.00

1.62

0.13

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.96

0.03

0.01 3.89

0.0008* 0.00

0.00

-0.42

0.68

0.07

0.01

5.04

0.0001*

0.57

0.12

4.72

0.00*

-0.07

0.25 -0.29

0.78

0.76

2.11

0.03*

0.53

0.15

3.48

0.0033*

F

Prob.

1.60

0.81

0.39

Prob.

Coefficient

0.98

Prob.

-0.57

Std. Error

0.32

Coefficient

0.05 1.02

0.72

T-Statistic

T-Statistic

0.05

Std. Error

Std. Error

0.95

Coefficient

Coefficient

0.06

Prob.

Variable
VAIC Constant

0.25

Adj.
R2

0.01

Size

Services sector

T-Statistic

Investment sector

services sector

T-Statistic

sample

Lev

Model

Model (2) Second method ROA = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε

0.93

F= 13.05, P-value (Sig.) = F= 13.31, P-value (Sig.) = F= 2.58, P-value (Sig.) = F= 39.68 , P-value (Sig.) =
0.000000
0.000
0.084277
0.000000

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 level
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The results also show that there is a significant positive effect of the variable
VACA on ROA for the whole sample at significance level 5% , this indicate that the
independent variable value added capital assets (VACA) has a positive effect and is
statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable “financial al
performance” (ROA).
As indicated in the results, capital assets plays an important role in decreasing operation
costs and/or increase the Return on assets then improving the financial al performance
for companies included in the sample . Only Hypothesis

(2/3) there is a significant

statistical positive relationship between VACA and the financial performance- is
accepted.

The previous results disagreed with studies confirmed that there is a relationship
between all the components of VAIC and financial performance (Zeghal and Maaloul,
2010; Clare et al., 2011; Alipour, 2012; ٍانقهُط, 2013). Studies like (Chan 2009;
Lonnqvist, 2007; Kamath, 2008) confirmed that there is insignificant relationship
between VAIC components and the financial performance and that the capital asset has a
big appreciation from companies to improve their financial performance.
According to the sectors as indicated in table (6.7), the results of testing the
relationship between components of VAIC and financial al performance (ROA) indicates
that there is significant negative effect of the variable VAHU on ROA at the Banks
and financial services and investments sectors andinsignificant positive effect at the
service sector at significance level 5% . As indicated, the independent variable VAHU
doesn‟t affect the financial al performance only at the service sector.

Table (6.7) clarify that there is significant positive effect of the variable
STVA on ROA at the Banks and financial services and service sectors and insignificant
negative effect at the investments sector at significance level 5%. The results indicate
that the structural capital affect the financial al performance positively at the Banks and
financial services and services sectors. It also indicated that both VAUH and STVA at the
Banks and financial services and services sectors are considered as the main foundation
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which play an important role in affecting the financial performance and the management
of companies at those sectors realize that continuity and success of their organizations
and supporting the competitive advantage are resulted from their intellectual capital and
the extent of benefiting from those assets in practicing their activities.
The results of statistical analysis at table (6.7) show that there is an insignificant
negative effect of the variable VACA on ROA at the banks and financial services
sector. In addition to, a significant positive effect at the investments and services sector.
Results confirmed the importance of direct effect of the capital assets on the financial
performance at the investments and services sector and that the capital assets got a big
appreciation from those companies to improve their financial

performance by the

efficient use of the physical resources . They also confirmed that companies at the Bank
and financial services sector seek to improve their financial performance through the
efficient use of intellectual resources especially human capital and make less effort to the
capital assets. Subsequently, capital assets doesn‟t have a big appreciation to reinforce the
financial performance, there is a lack of interest in capital assets and insufficient
awareness to the ability of capital assets to affect the financial performance at the Banks
and financial services sector .
For the controlling variables, the analysis results as in table (6.7) indicate that
there is an insignificant negative effect of the variable Size on ROA at the whole
sample and banks and financial services sectorand there is a insignificant positive effect
at the investments and a significant negative effect at services sectors. This means that
not using the available resources in a full and optimal way will affect negatively the
financial performance for companies at the service sector.
As shown in table (6.7), there is insignificant negative effect of the variable
Leverage on ROA at the whole sample and banks and financial services sector,
insignificant positive effect at the investment sector and significant positive effect at
the services sector.
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6.4.3 Model (3): Market performance model
This model seeks to test the relationship between Intellectual capital efficiency
and the company‟s market performance by using the measures of “Value added
Intellectual capital “method. It uses (MB) Market to Book value as a measurement
to the market performance for companies included in the research. The first model
takes the following methods:
 First method : testing the relationship between VAIC and companies
Market performance
MB = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
By using the multiple linear regression model to estimate the ability of
independent variables to explain the change in the dependent variable, table
(6.8) clarify the results of multiple linear regression model to test the
relationship between VAIC and market performance according to the whole
sample and sectors.
The Analysis of Variance for the regression model shows that F is (29.56)
for the sample, (23.996) for the banks and financial services sector, (4.53) for
the Investment sector and (28.65) for the services sector. The adjusted
coefficient of determination (R-Square) for the sample is (0.8755), This
means 87.56 % of the variability in dependent variable MB is explained by all
of the independent variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage .in the banks
and financial services sector 83.47 % of the variability in dependent variable
MB is explained by all of the independent variables together, VAIC, Size,
and Leverage. In the Investment sector 50.92 % of the variability in
dependent variable MB is explained by all of the independent variables
together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. In the service sector 91.06 % of the
variability in dependent variable MB is explained by all of the independent
variables together, VAIC, Size, and Leverage. This indicate the high
explaining ability to the model in the services sector in comparison to the
banks and financial services and investment sectors.
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Table (6.8): The Regression Analysis for First Method: MB

Model

Model (3) first method MB = β0 + β1 VAIC + β2 Size + β3 Leverage +ε
Banks and Financial
sample
Investment sector
services sector
Coefficient

Std. Error

T-Statistic

Coefficient

Std. Error

T-Statistic

Prob.

2.31

0.52

0.61

0.46

3.77

0.12

0.91

11.56

6.57

1.76

0.10

VAIC

0.00

0.01

0.18

0.85

0.06

0.03

1.87

0.0351*

-0.01

0.01

-0.75

0.47

0.00

0.01

0.21

0.84

Size

0.05

0.33

0.15

0.89

-0.02

0.34

-0.06

0.95

0.02

0.46

0.05

0.96

-1.44

0.85

1.70

0.12

0.53

0.41

1.29

0.20

-0.13

1.37

-0.10

0.92

-0.17

0.36

-0.48

0.64

2.17

0.65

3.34

0.0059*

F

0.83

0.51

0.91

F= 29.56,

F= 23.996,

F= 4.53,

F= 28.65,

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.014960

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 level
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Prob.

Coefficient

0.88

T-Statistic

T-Statistic

1.20

Std. Error

Std. Error

0.92

Prob.

Coefficient

0.10

Prob.

Variable
Constant

2.70

Adj.
R2

0.27

Lev

Services sector

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000001

Table (6.8) clarify that there is an insignificant positive effect of the variable
VAIC on MB for the whole sample and service sector at significance level 5% , and a
significant positive effect at the bank sector and an insignificant negative effect at the
investment sector . This indicate that the independent variable VAIC has a positive effect
and is statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable “market
performance” (MB) only at the bank sector ,which mean that any increase in the value of
VAIC will lead to improve the market performance for this sector . The increase of the
value of VAIC will indicate the efficiency of using intellectual and physical capital.
According to the previous analysis, hypothesis (3) - there is a significant positive
relationship between VAIC and the market performance- is rejected. This result has
an agreement with other previous studies like (Chan, 2009; Gosh and Mondal, 2009;
Maditinos et al., 2011; Rahman and Ahmed, 2012). Those studies reached to a conflicting
results regarding the relationship between VAIC and the market performance .while there
is a disagreement with other previous studies like (Saenz , 2005 ; Wang 2008 ; chen et
al.,2005 ; Zeghal and Maaloul,2010 ;ٍانقهُط,2013)
For the controlling variables, the analysis results as in table (6.8) indicate that there is
an insignificant positive effect of the variable Size on MB at the whole sample and at
the investment sector and insignificant negative effect at the banks and service sectors.
The negative effect indicated that if the available resources were not used fully and in an
optimal way, it will affect negatively the market performance at the banks and financial
services and service sectors.
For the leverage, as shown in table (6.8), an insignificant positive effect of the
variable Leverage on MB at the whole sample. According to the sectors, results show
that there is an insignificant negative effect Banks and investments sectors and a
significant positive effect at the service sector. As indicated, high leverage and risk
degree will be reflected negatively on the market performance at the banks and
investment sectors.
 second method : testing the relationship between components of VAIC and
companies Market performance
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MB = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε
By using the multiple linear regression model to estimate the ability of independent
variables to explain the change in the dependent variable, table (6.9) clarify the results of
multiple linear regression model to test the relationship between components of VAIC
and market performance according to the whole sample and sectors. The Analysis of
Variance for the regression model shows that F is (26.99) for the sample, (24.72) for the
banks and financial services sector, (3.25) for the Investment sector and (23.95) for the
services sector.
The results of estimating the suggested model according to the value of the adjusted
(R-Square) indicate that the independent variables explain 87.74 % of changes happened
at the sample‟s market performance , through the operating profit margin (MB) and help
in explaining 86.42% of changes happened at the market performance in the banks and
financial services sector , 48.15% of changes happened at the market performance in the
investment sector and 91.58 % of changes happened at the market performance in the
service sector. This explains the high explaining ability to the model in the services
sectors in comparison to the investment banks and financial services and sectors.
In the context of the statistical analysis results of testing the relationship between
components of VAIC and companies market performance (MB), table (6.9) clarifies that
there is an insignificant negative effect of the variables VAHU, STVA and VACA on
MB for the whole sample at significance level 5%. This will support rejecting the
following sub-hypotheses:
3.1.There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VAHU and the
market performance.
3.2.There is a significant statistical positive relationship between STVA and the
market performance.
3.3.There is a significant statistical positive relationship between VACA and the
market performance.
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Model (3) second method MB = β0 + β1 VAHU + β2 STVA + β3 VACA + β4 Size + β5 Leverage +ε
Banks and Financial
sample
Investment sector
Services sector
services sector
T-Statistic

Std. Error

T-Statistic

0.41

-1.20

4.17

-0.29 0.78

16.25

9.08

1.79

VAIC

0.00

0.01

-0.32 0.75

0.46

0.14

3.38

0.00

-0.04

0.04

-0.91 0.38

-0.02

0.01

-1.27 0.23

Size

0.00

0.01

-0.05 0.96

0.04

0.04

0.95

0.35

0.00

0.01

-0.02 0.98

0.08

0.09

0.91

-1.56 0.96

-1.63 0.11

-26.46

9.34

-2.83 0.01

1.31

3.21

0.41

-2.09

1.23

-1.71 0.12

0.69

Coefficient

Prob.

0.88

0.86

0.48

0.92

F= 26.99,

F= 24.72,

F= 3.25,

F= 23.95,

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000000

P-value (Sig.) = 0.044917

* The variable is statistically significance at 0.05 level
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Prob.

Std. Error

0.84

Coefficient

Coefficient

2.11

Prob.

T-Statistic

1.76

F

T-Statistic

Std. Error

1.00

Std. Error

Coefficient

0.00

Prob.

Variable
Constant

2.74

Adj.
R2

0.01

Lev

l

Mode

Table (6.9): The Regression Analysis for second Method: MB

0.10

0.39

P-value (Sig.) = 0.000013

This result is different from the results of (Chen et al., 2005; Shiu, 2006; Wang,
2008), where the studies confirmed the positive effect of VAHU on the market
performance. Other studies like (Kamath, 2008; Ghosh and Mondal, 2009; Rahman,
2012) reached to a conflicting results regarding the relationship between components of
VAIC and market performance.
According to the sectors as indicated in table (6.9), the results of testing the
relationship between components of VAIC and market performance (MB) indicates that
there is a significant positive effect of the variable VAHU on MB at the banks and
financial services sector and an insignificant negative effect at the investments and
services sectors. This indicate that the independent variable VAHU has a positive effect
and is statistically significant in explaining the effects in the dependent variable “market
performance” (MB) at the Banks and financial services sector , investment in intellectual
capital specially human capital has a big appreciation from the companies to improve the
market performance and reinforce the ability of the company to create a value added and
efficient investment in the human capital will affect the market performance positively in
the Banks and financial services sector.

The results of statistical analysis at table (6.9) show that there is a significant
positive effect of the variable STVA on MB at the banks and financial services sectors.
It also shows an insignificant negative effect at the investment sector and an
insignificant positive effect at the service sector.This indicates that the structural capital
doesn‟t affect the market performance at the investments and services sectors. The lack
of interest in structural capital and lack of awareness in its ability in affecting the market
performance at those sectors are the reasons behind this result. As shown in the results,
the structural capital plays an important role in affecting the market performance at the
Banks and financial services sector. STVA at the Banks and financial services sector is
considered as the main foundation which plays an important role in affecting the financial
performance. Management of companies at this sector realizes that continuity and success
of their organizations and supporting the competitive advantage resulted from its
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intellectual capital and the extent of benefiting from these assets in practicing their
activities.
Table (6.9) show that there is a significant negative effect of the variable
VACA on MB at the banks and financial services sectors and insignificant positive
effect at the investment sector and an insignificant negative effect at the service sector
.the results confirmed that capital assets doesn‟t have a big appreciation from those
companies to improve their market performance and they make less effort to using capital
assets. Subsequently, there is a lack of interest in capital assets and insufficient awareness
to the ability of capital assets to affect market performance.

For the controlling variables, the analysis results as in table (6.9) indicate that
there is an insignificant positive effect of the variable Size on MB at the whole sample
and investment sector and an insignificant negative effect at banks and financial
services and services sectors. This means that if the resources at the banks and financial
services and services sectors were not fully used and in an optimal way, it will affect
negatively the market performance for companies at those sectors.

As shown in table (6.9), there is an insignificant positive effect of the variable
Leverage on MB at the whole sample .According to the sectors, results show that there
is

an insignificant negative effect in Banks and Financial service and investment

sectors and an insignificant positive at the services sector .The results indicate that the
controlling variables don‟t play an important role in affecting the market performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
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7.1 Introduction
The current research sought to expand the efforts done by other researchers and
practitioners to reach to a suitable measurement to measure and evaluate the IC. By
using “VAIC “ , this research aimed to research and analyze the role of Value added in
measuring the efficiency of IC and to evaluate its effect on the economic, financial and
market performance through three suggested models: economic performance model
(Model 1), Financial performance model ( Model 2) and Market performance model
(Model 3). By using a sample consisted of 14 company listed in PEX for the period
(2008-2012) that belongs to three sectors: Banks and Financial services, Investment and
services sectors.

7.2 Results
After testing the main and sub hypotheses, the research reached the following results:
1. There is a significant positive relationship between VAIC and the economic
performance for the whole sample and for Banks and financial services and
investment sectors.
2. The components of IC next to the physical capital contribute in a large degree in
affecting the economic performance for the sample.
3.

(VAHU, STVA and VACA) plays an important role in improving the economic
performance at the banks and financial services sector.

4. There is an insignificant positive relationship between VAIC and the financial
performance at the sample as a whole and at service and investment sectors.
5.

(VAHU and STVA) don‟t affect the financial performance of the sample. The
biggest effect on the financial performance is due to the physical capital.

6.

(VAHU and STVA) play an important role in affecting the financial performance
at the banks and financial services sector.
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7. There is an insignificant positive relationship between VAIC and the market
performance at the sample as a whole and at service sector.

8. None of the IC components (VAHU, STVA and VACA) has an effect on the
market performance for the sample.
9.

(VAHU, STVA and VACA) play an important role in affecting the market
performance only at the banks and financial services sector.

10. The results of the current research don‟t support the creditability of VAIC method
as a measurement for IC efficiency and explain its effect on the economic,
financial and market performance. The failure of this method in explaining the
relationship between one of the IC components and companies performance
(economic, financial and market) doesn‟t refer to the inefficiency of this method
but it may refer to the lack of interest of companies with IC, ignoring it or
focusing on the physical assets. Also, it may refer to the existing shortages in the
reporting and disclosure of the IC in the annual reports.

7.3 Recommendations
In the context of the results of the current research, the research recommends the
following:
1. To pay more attention to increasing the investment in Intellectual Capital for
Companies listed in the PEX.
2. To increase the awareness of management to the importance of the investing in IC
as a method to create an added value, improving company‟s performance and
achieving a competitive advantage.
3. To use the research results by the interested parties in the Palestinian Authority to
develop a complete Legislative and legal framework about IC disclosure at the
annual reports
4. To use and apply the research results by the management to manage and develop
the IC in a better way .
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5. To use and apply the research results by the accountants to measure and report the
IC at the annual reports correctly.

6. To use and apply the research results by the investors to help them choose the best
portfolio of investments in financial securities in companies with distinguished
history in creating value added.
7. To use and apply the research results by the supervisory commissions in
Palestine, in order to make a benchmarking between companies, sectors .
8. To pay attention to the components of intellectual capital , as they are important
like physical assets .

7.4 Further Studies:
Regarding the research recommendations of proceeding studies in this area, the
following points are suggested:
1. To perform more studies using other measurement tools for IC efficiency, for
example, (EVA) Economic Value Added and (VBM) Value Based Management
and compare them with VAIC to reach to more effective measurement method
and to obtain more valuable results.
2. To perform more studies to reach to one indicator, instead of the three used
indicators, that reflects company‟s performance.
3. Perform more studies to develop a model for measuring IC, that is compatible
with (IAS) and (IFRS) and serve all stakeholders.
4. Perform more studies around the research topic to generalize the results optimally,
as the results of this research remain limited to the sample.
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Appendices

0

Data obtained from the sample (Independent, dependent and controlling variables )
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Investment
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2,011
2,012
2,013
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8.41
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0.735
0.745
0.764

0.014
0.012
0.006
0.010
0.007
0.007

47.80%
43.10%
1.12%
-1.03%
1.77%
11.75%

1.259
0.786
0.799
0.798
0.741
0.686

3.15
2.43
1.03
0.98
1.04
1.27

0.68
0.59
0.03
-0.02
0.03
0.21
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2,011
2,012
2,013
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8.52
8.63
8.67
8.68
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0.883
0.879
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-0.023
0.008
0.010
0.010
0.007
0.009

-69.24%
4.04%
16.97%
10.18%
1.89%
13.29%
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1.294
1.180
0.934
0.783
0.762
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1.11
1.40
1.24
1.04
1.30

2008
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2,013
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8.21
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0.741
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1.29
1.47
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1.40
1.54

company
Bank Of
Palestine

1

2

3

4

independent variables
VAHU
STVA
VAIN
2.08
0.52
2.60
1.88
0.47
2.35
1.80
0.45
2.25
2.10
0.52
2.62
2.04
0.51
2.54
2.17
0.54
2.71

size
9.02
9.11
9.19
9.22
9.30
9.37

The National
Bank

Banks and financial services

sector

dependent variables
ROA
OPM
MB
0.023 36.36%
1.851
0.021 34.97%
2.486
0.019 33.20%
2.075
0.021 38.25%
1.790
0.019 38.10%
1.996
0.017 40.12%
1.903

year
2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

i

VACA
0.033
0.027
0.030
0.034
0.031
0.032

VAIC
2.63
2.37
2.28
2.65
2.58
2.75

3.83
3.02
1.05
0.96
1.07
1.47

0.042
0.029
0.017
0.020
0.020
0.023

3.88
3.04
1.07
0.98
1.09
1.50

2.51
0.10
0.28
0.19
0.04
0.23

1.84
1.20
1.68
1.43
1.08
1.53

-0.009
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0.021
0.024
0.022
0.025

1.84
1.22
1.70
1.45
1.10
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0.23
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-0.10
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0.28
0.35
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1.68
1.88

0.023
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0.015
0.011
0.016
0.015

1.54
1.81
0.82
0.81
1.70
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0.017
0.003
-0.008
0.003
0.002
0.007
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23.62%
-10.40%
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-1.26%
15.69%

0.880
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0.762
0.688
0.767
0.899

1.63
1.64
0.76
1.40
0.97
1.37

0.39
0.39
-0.31
0.29
-0.03
0.27

2.02
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0.45
1.69
0.94
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0.024
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1.20
1.05
0.87
0.58

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

7.71
7.72
7.70
7.71
7.62
7.61

0.070
0.045
0.043
0.038
0.038
0.041

0.059
0.051
0.039
0.035
0.015
0.009

-87.82%
12.08%
-10.09%
-18.05%
-113.93%
-79.83%

0.568
0.539
0.499
0.564
0.490
0.360

-1.05
2.57
0.31
-0.14
0.56
-1.83

1.95
0.61
-2.23
8.07
-0.78
1.55

0.91
3.18
-1.92
7.93
-0.22
-0.28

-0.004
0.019
0.004
-0.002
0.010
-0.034

0.90
3.20
-1.92
7.93
-0.21
-0.32

-0.87

0.005

-0.86

9

2008

8.72

0.273

0.047

&

8

P
a
l
e
s
t
i
n
e

Investments

7

-13.10%

ii

I
n
v
e
s
t
m
e
n
t

0.415
0.334
0.318
0.305
0.330
0.370

D
e
v
e
l
o
p
m
e
n
t

Arab Islamic
Bank

8.48
8.47
8.46
8.48
8.57
8.67

Palestine
Commercial
Bank

6

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

Union
Construction
and
Investment

5

0.872

0.43

-1.30

-19.09%
43.78%
62.98%
84.29%
75.07%

0.821
0.750
0.620
0.563
0.804

0.26
3.49
5.00
6.67
6.31

-2.91
0.71
0.80
0.85
0.84

-2.65
4.21
5.80
7.52
7.15

0.003
0.054
0.064
0.080
0.073

-2.65
4.26
5.87
7.60
7.23

Palestine Real
Estate
Investment

13

0.073
0.062
0.038
0.024
0.032

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

8.03
8.06
8.09
8.13
8.20
8.22

0.157
0.223
0.253
0.306
0.029
0.334

-0.036
0.006
0.032
0.043
-0.008
-0.017

-16.04%
-3.88%
11.04%
4.73%
17.49%
13.91%

0.530
0.627
0.570
0.508
0.556
0.550

0.60
0.79
2.20
1.48
2.50
1.61

-0.67
-0.26
0.55
0.32
0.60
0.38

-0.07
0.53
2.75
1.80
3.10
1.98

0.008
0.010
0.051
0.031
0.038
0.025

-0.07
0.54
2.80
1.83
3.14
2.01

Palestine
Telecommunic
ations

12

0.307
0.273
0.336
0.359
0.356

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

8.81
8.87
8.89
8.91
8.94
8.97

0.280
0.339
0.290
0.254
0.256
0.245

0.193
0.132
0.157
0.158
0.095
0.098

32.92%
33.12%
33.00%
34.32%
30.60%
32.30%

1.954
1.925
1.778
1.624
1.478
1.520

2.66
2.70
16.65
2.89
2.76
2.62

0.62
0.63
0.94
0.65
0.64
0.62

3.28
3.33
17.59
3.55
3.40
3.24

0.358
0.325
0.225
0.351
0.297
0.305

3.64
3.65
17.81
3.90
3.70
3.54

Palestine Electric

11

8.79
8.80
8.86
8.89
8.91

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

8.14
8.13
8.10
8.07
8.05
8.07

0.462
0.440
0.392
0.336
0.284
0.330

0.046
0.052
0.054
0.071
0.075
0.039

24.54%
8.91%
3.07%
28.54%
24.08%
20.17%

0.551
0.832
0.903
0.914
1.028
1.077

2.49
1.53
1.17
2.62
2.73
2.06

0.60
0.35
0.15
0.62
0.63
0.52

3.09
1.88
1.32
3.24
3.37
2.58

0.090
0.058
0.051
0.119
0.104
0.093

3.18
1.94
1.37
3.36
3.47
2.67

2008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

7.18
7.19
7.22
7.21
7.27
7.25

0.453
0.409
0.450
0.604
0.576
0.623

0.002
0.057
0.001
-0.173
-0.021
0.001

4.40%
12.20%
3.17%
-15.35%
-2.09%
-3.05%

0.731
0.557
0.855
1.214
1.166
1.164

1.29
1.73
1.19
0.34
0.89
0.84

0.22
0.42
0.16
-1.95
-0.13
-0.19

1.51
2.15
1.36
-1.61
0.76
0.64

0.134
0.186
0.127
0.054
0.104
0.112

1.65
2.34
1.48
-1.55
0.86
0.76

Palestinian
Company for
Distribution &
Logistics
services

service

10

2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013

iii

Nablus Surgical
Center

14

2008

6.78

0.277

0.008

2.40%

0.550

1.06

0.06

1.12

0.150

1.27

2,009

6.85

0.289

0.088

18.68%

0.482

1.52

0.34

1.86

0.262

2.12

2,010

6.92

0.350

0.072

14.70%

0.872

1.38

0.28

1.66

0.263

1.92

2,011

6.97

0.391

0.030

8.60%

0.868

1.17

0.14

1.31

0.242

1.55

2,012

7.04

0.411

0.047

17.22%

0.797

1.41

0.29

1.70

0.260

1.96

2,013

7.15

0.493

0.059

23.12%

0.700

1.55

0.36

1.91

0.264

2.17

iv

1

